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Streszczeuie. - W pracy niniej szcj o pracowano oogonia g6rnokredowych Charophyta z formacji
Nernegt, z Basenu Nerneg t w Mongolii , kt6re zaliczone zostaly do 34 gatunk6w, 16 rodzaj6w.
Wykazano, ze opisywany zcspol Charophyta znajduje sie na zlozu pierwotnym, 0 braku transportu
swiadczy bardzo dobry stan zachowania ornamentacji oogoniow oraz duze zroznicowanie ich
wielkosci, W zespole tym jest osiernnascie gatunk6w nowych, Najliczniejsze i najbardziej zroznico
wane gatunk owo Sll rodzaje Mongolichara i Mesochara, kt6re sa typowe dla Basenu Nernegetanskiego.
Okazalo sie, ze na ob szar ze Mongol ii sklad rod zajowy zespol ow g6rnokredowych Charophyta jest
zblizony do an alogicznych zespolow w Chinac h. Miedzy innymi rnozu a wyrnien ic rodzajc : Euaclisto
chura, Maedlerisphaera, Obtusochara, Latochara i Harrisichara wspolne dla Mongolii i Chin. Poza
tym w Mongoli i znaleziono Clavatoraceae z rodzaju Atopochara, kt6re dotychczas nie byly opisywane
z obsza ru Ch in.

Praca niniejsza byla finan sowana przez Polska Akadernie Nauk w ramach problemu rniedzy
resort owego Mr 11-6.
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INTRODUCTION

The gyrogonites of Charophyta described in the present paper were recovered, together
with ostracodes from the rocks of the Nemegt Formation in the Nemegt Basin (the localities
Nemegt and Altan Ula IV), in 1970 and 1971 by members of the Polish-Mongolian Palaeonto
logical expeditions to the Gobi Desert (KIELAN-JAWOROWSKA and BARSBOLD 1972).
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The deposits of the Nemegt Formation are poorly cemented, variegated sandstones,
varying in colour from yellowish to grey-brown, more seldom red or orange, containing inter
calations of olive coloured mudstones and clays. The charophytes and ostracodes have been
found exclusively in the latter rocks. The Nemegt Formation is believed to be of ?Upper Cam
panian, and ?Lower Maastrichtian age (GRADZINSKI et al. 1977) as estimated from stages of
evolution of the vertebrate and invertebrate assemblages present.

Samples for micropalaeontological investigations were collected in two localities, from
the successive mudstone and c1aystone intercalations of the Nemegt Formation sandstones
exposed in steep walls of the sayrs. The localities Nemegt and Altan Ula are 60 km apart;
the localization is shown in figs 1-4. In most samples the gyrogonites of Charophyta occurred
together with ostracodes (SZCZECHURA 1979). Not all the samples were yielding in the same
degree, some were barren, but generally the material obtained was very abundant in gyrogo
nites. The richest was the sample Nemegt no. 100(figs. 3 and 4); this was also the largest sample
(ea. 20 kg) derived from the deposits most abounding in charophyte gyrogonites and ostracode
carapaces. The remaining samples were 1 kg each.

The clays and mudstones, which have been deposited in stagnant or slowly flowing water
within an alluvial plain (GRADZINSKI et al. 1977), contain autochtonous charophyte oogonia.
The lack of transport is indicated by the excellent preservation of the gyrogonite ornamenta
tion and by strong differentiation of their size, as both, large (ea, 750 fLm) and small (ea, 250 fLm)
specimens are present. The assemblage of the smallest oogonia will be the subject of a separate
paper.

The charophytes from the same localities were described by us earlier (KARCZEwsKA
and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970) but the material then at our disposal was much poorer
than the present one both in specimens and taxa. The presently described numerous and per
fectly preserved gyrogonites extend the knowledge on the Upper Cretaceous Charophyta of
the Gobi Desert.

The gyrogonites of Charophyta from Mongolia were also described by KYANSEP-Ro
MASCHKINA (1975). That paper concerns not only the Charophyta from the Upper Cretaceous
of the Nemegt Basin but also those from the Upper Jurassic of the Mongolian Altai and west
ern Mongolia, Lower Cretaceous of north-eastern Mongolia and lower part of the Upper
Cretaceous (Albian-Cenomanian) of the eastern Gobi.

Thirty four species are recorded in the present paper; their occurrence in the particular
samples is presented in table I. In our paper from 1970, thirteen species were recorded; of these
the representatives of Alistochara cf. bransoni PECK, Maedleriella monilifera (PECK and RECKER)
GRAMBAST and Sphaerochara verticil/ata (PECK) PECK, occurring as single specimens, have not
been found in the present material. Of the seven species described by KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA
(1975) from the Upper Cretaceous of the Nemegt Basin, four are also recorded in the present
material. These are Mongolichara gobica (KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBlNSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970)
KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975 (M. deplanata KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975); Mongolichara
costulata KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975; Mesochara stankevitchi KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975
and Atopochara ulanensis KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975. The concept of the species Mesochara
texensis KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975 and Mesochara oviformis KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975
is very wide; in our opinion each of these includes more than one species. The species Mon
golichara bugintsavica KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975 belongs to the genus Lamprothamnium
(see KARCZEWSKA and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA 1979).

According to KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1975) the species recorded by her are derived
from deposits of two "svitas", the barungoyotskaya svita and the nemegetinskaya svita; the
assemblages of Charophyta from both svitas are the same. According to GRADZINSKI et al.
(1977) the concept of the svita of the Soviet authors is not the same as that of formation, as
applied by GRADZINSKI and ]ERZYKIEWICZ (1972) in Mongolia. This disagreement is especially
distinct when the vertical ranges of the Nemegt Formation and the nemegetinskaya svita, or
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Fig. 1
Map of locality AItan VIa IV. The circles denote micropaleontological samples collected in Central Sayr; the triangles
the samples collected in Eagle Sayr (after GRADZU(jSKI et al. 1969, emended) . The points at the map of Mongolia indicate:

1 - locality AJtan VIa IV, 2 - locality Nemegt.
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Fig. 2
Geo logical profile of Upp er Cretaceous (Nemcgt Format ion) sediments at locality Altan U la IV. The circles an d triangles
denote the micropaleonto logical samples. Fo r location of the samples see Fig. 1 (after GRADZINSKJ et al. 1969, emended).

the Barun Goyot Formation and the barungoyotskaya svita are compared. According to GRA
DZINSKI et al. 1977 the upper part of the barungoyotskaya svita sensu SOCHAVA (1975) is the
equivalent of the Nemegt Formation. In this upper part of the barungoyotskaya svita (sensu
SOCHAVA 1975) in the Bugeen Tsav and Altan VIa I localit ies, KYANSEP-RoMASCHKlNA (1975)
has found gyrogonites of Charophyta identical with those occurring in the deposits of the ne
megetinskaya svita and with those described in the present paper from the Nemegt Formation.
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Fig. 3
Map of the northern part of locality Nemegt. Micropalcontological samples indicated by triangles (after GRADZINSKI and

J ERZYKIEWICZ 1972, emended).

This seems to confirm the suggestion of GRADZINSKI et al. (1977) that the Nemegt Formation
is present also in the localities Bugeen Tsav and Altan Ula I. Thus, the Upper Cretaceous de
posits from Bugeen Tsav, Ulan Bulak, Altan Ula I, Altan Ula IV and Nemegt are time equi
valents.
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intermedia te in some respects between the Barun Goyot and Nemegt forma tions.

In November 1978, J. KARCZEWSKA met N. P. KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA in Leningrad,
and discussed the problems concerning the generic status of the species described by KAR
CZEWSKA and ZlEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970), which were recombined by KYANSEP-Ro
MASCHKINA (1975). Some conclusions of the discussion are presented below:
- Teetoehara gobiea KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBlNSKA-TwORZYDLO 1970, reete Mongoliehara
gobiea (KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO) KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975, is con
specific with Mongoliehara deplanata KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975. M. deplanata is the junior
synonym of M. gobica,
- Mongolichara aurea (KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970) KYANSEP-Ro
MASCHKINA, 1975, formerly Teetoehara aurea KARczEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO,
1970, should be included in Mongolichara.
- The remaining species described by KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970)
included in Mongoliehara by KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1975) cannot be assigned to this genus.
These are : Saportanella nana KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBrNSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970 and Lampro
thamnium altanulaensis (KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970) comb.n. For
details on the genus Mongolichara see KARCZEWSKA and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1979).
- Mesochara voluta (PECK) GRAMBAST, described by us in 1970, is a species distinct from
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M. stanke vitchii KYA NSEP-RoMA SCHKI NA, 1975 and cannot be considered the synonym of the
latter.

The occu rrence in the pre sent material of the gyrogonites of Cha ro phyta from the group
Clavatoraceae , represented by the species Atopochara ulanensis KYANSEP-Ro MASCHKINA, 1975
is noteworthy. The genus A topochara was described from the Lower Cretaceou s deposits
of North America (PECK 1938); it was later recorded from Upper Cretaceou s deposits from
USA, Europe, North Africa, Syria , Peru (PECK 1957, GRAMB AST 1961, 1968). According to
GRAMBAST (1967, 1968, 1969 and 1974) in A topochara it is possible to trace the successive evo
luti onary stages, which make po ssible to prec isely date the Cre taceou s dep osits.

The Clavatoraceae are rare in the present material; also KYANSEP- RoMASCHKI NA has
found in th e Nemegt Formation on ly few specimens, on which her new species A topochara
ulanensis is based. Accord ing to GRAMBAST (1974) one stage of the evolutionary lineage of
Atopochara is Atopochara restricta GRAMBAST which is indicative of the Albian. Th is species
is a direct ance stor of the Cenomani an A topochara multivolvis P ECK. Neither the diagnosis
nor the description of A. restricta was given ; basing on the drawing and discus sion in GRAM-

Table I

Dist ribution of Upper Cretaceous Charophyta 10 the Nemegt Basin

_______________ Locality and samples numbers ALTAN ULA TV NEMEGT

______ Central Sayr Eag le Sayr
Species - _____ .- - - - - - -- - 2a 3 7 100. .__----=-~__~_ 2 _~~~_~_~_7 _

+
+
+

+

+ +
+

+
+

+ ++ + + + +Amblyochara agathae sp, n.
Amb/yoehara nemeget ellsis sp. n.

Atopoehara u/allensis KVANSEP-RoM.
----- - - - - - -

Euaclistoehara mllndll/a (PECK) Z . WANG, H UANG and S. W ANe; + + +- - - - -_.- . - - - - - - - - -
Gobichara caeru/ea sp, n. + + +
Gobiclzara viridis sp. n. + +-- - - - - - -- - - -_ ._ - - - -
Harrisi chura cretacea KARCZ. and Z IEMU. + + + + + +
Harrisichara cepaejorlllis sp. n. + + + +
Lamprothamnium altanulaensis ( KA RCZ. and ZI EMB.) comb. 11 . + + + + + + + + +._- - - - - ---- --- -- - - - _ ._- -------- -
Latoehara sp. - - - - - - - +-- ---- -- - --- - ------------- - --------- --- - -- --- - - --- -
Afaed/erisphaera pseudoulmensis K ARCZ . and Z IEMII. - + + + - - --\- + + + + +--- ----------- --- - --- - --
M esoehara mongolica KARCZ . and ZIEMD. + + + + +
Me sochara stankcvitchii K VANSEP-Ro M. + + + +
Mesoehara vo/uta (PECK) GRI\MBAST + + + + -+- + + + +
Mesoehara gradzinskii sp. n. + + + +
M esochara inflata sp. n. + + + + + + + +
Mesoehara luculenta sp. n. + + + + + +
Me soehara obventic la sp . n. + +
Mesochara orientalis sp . n. + +
~~~ +
Mierochara cf. cristata G RAMRAST + + + + +
Mongolichara gobica (KARCZ . and Z IEMB.) KVANSEP-RoM . + + + + ? + + + + + +
Mongolichara aurea (KARCZ. and ZIEMB.) KVANSEP-RoM . + + + + + +
Mongolichara costu/a ta KVANSEP-RoM. + + + + + +
Mo ngolichara fulglda sp . n. + + + + + + + + + +
Mo ngoliehara grovesioides sp. n. + + + + + + +
?Mongoliehara lmmatura sp. n. + + + + + + + + +
Mo ngoliehara tllmalli sp. n. + + + + + +
Obtusochara cf. lanpingensis Z . W ANG, HUANG an d S. W ANG +
Peekiehara praeeursoria sp. n. ? + ? +
Saportanella nana KARCZ. and ZIEMB. + + + + + + + + + + +
Saportanella romasehk inae sp. n. + + + + ? + + +
Spha eroehara jaeobii sp. n. + "!- -1: -l:......±-_. +
Stephanoehara eastelii sp. n. - - - - - - - + - +
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BAST (1974) one n13Y suppose that A . restricta is identical with' A. ulanensis KYANSEP-RoMA
SCHKINA, 1975.

The occurrence of Atopocliara in the Upper Cretaceous deposits of Mongolia is quite
peculiar , as it is missing from the Upper Cretaceous deposits from China, which yielded the
assemhlages described by Z. WA NG 1978; Z. WANG cl al. (1976) ; S. WANG et al. (1978). The
composition of genera of the Upper Cretaceous charophyte assemblages from Mongolia and
China is similar - the differences occur at a specific level. It is interesting that we have recorded
in Mongolia the genus Euaclistochara, represented in our material by E. mundula
(PECK) Z. WANG, HUA NG and S. WANG , 1976. This genus has been erected by the Chinese
authors to include gyrogonites in which the apical part has an apical pore . This is a conserva
tive feature typical of the Triassic and Jurassic genera. In North America and China E. mundula
occurs in the Albian and Aptian deposits. A few other species from our material have equiva
lents (the same or similar species) in the Chinese assemblages. I n several cases it was difficult
to establish the true relation s between the Mon golian and the Chinese species because of poor
illustrations in Chinese papers.

Two genera of Charophyta dominate in the present material ; they arc represented by
the highest number of both specimens and species. 'These are: Mesocliara and Mongolichara 
the genus erected by KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1975) , not recorded so far , from the outside of
Mongolia (KARCZEWSKA and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA 1979). According to these authors
Mongolichara is an ancestor, or stays close to Peckichara GRAMBAST, 1957, which is represented
by numerous species and widely distributed in the Lower Tertiary deposits.

The conventional taxonomy of fossil oogonia of Charophyta used in the present paper
is generally accepted as an art ifici al onc. In our opinion the application of natural taxonomy
to the descript ion of fossil gyrogonites of the Charophyta is not possible, since the taxonomy
of the recent Charophyta has been based mostly on the vegetative parts.

The specimens described in the present paper are housed in the Institute of Palaeobiology,
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw , abbreviated as ZPAL.
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SYSTEMATIC PART

The terminology and abbreviations determining the shape and dimensions of the gyro
gonites are the same as in KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TWORZYDLO (1970 and J972) :

LPA - length of the polar axis of the gyrogonit e
LED - largest equatori al dia meter of the gyrogonite



subovoidal
ellipsoid al
subobovoida l

prolate spheroidal
subprolate
prolate
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LPA
ISI - isopolar ity index - --x 100

LED
AND - distance from the ap ical poles to the LED as ca lcula ted along the polar axis

AND
ANI - ani sopolar ity index - - x 100

LPA
EA - equatorial axis
Nu mb . con v. - number of con volutions ill the lateral view
Width conv. at EA - width of the spirals at the equ a torial axis

The shape term inology:

ISI
100-114
114-133
133-200

ANI
29~3

43-5 7
57-71

Genus Amblyochara GRAMBAST, 1962

Type species : Amblyo chara begudiana GRAMBAST, 1962, France, Upper Cretaceous.

Amblyochara agathae sp. n.
(pI. 22 : I , 4, 5, 8)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-III/47; pI. 22 :8.
Type horizon : Upper Cretaceous, Nernegt Formation.
Type locality: Nernegt, Nernegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation 0/ the name: agathae - Lat , Agatha from the name Agata of the daughter of the seco nd author.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonite midd le-sized, pro late spheroidal to subprolate and ellipsoidal,
with broadly rounded summits and bases. Cellular spirals concave or flat, delimited by low and
blunt intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals continue onto the summi t without changing thei r
width and shape, but in the apical centre distinctl y thinner. Basal plug wider than thick.

Material. - About 500 well preserved specimens.

Measured gyrogonites of Amblyochara agathae sp. n.

Width Thick.
ZPAL LPA LED ISI AND ANI Number con v.conv,

MgChar-lII/ in ILm in ILm in ILm conv, in um in !Lm

332 567 500 113 268 47 7 85
337 584 510 114 309 52 9 78
334 617 518 119 302 49 8 86
336 618 510 121 . 340 55 7 90
47 620 540 114 320 51 8 80

333 620 544 114 316 51 8 86
331 637 561 113 316 50 8 85
226 639 571 III 300 47 7 90 84
227 645 572 112 330 51 8 120 81
335 656 566 116 323 49 7 93

Ra nge : 567-656 500-572 111-121 268-340 47-52 7-9 78-120 81-84

Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate spheroidal to subprolate ( ISI 106

120) and ellipsoidal (AN I 38- 52), with broadly rounded summits and bases ; length from 522
to 724 rim, width from 479 to 640 rim. Seven to nine convolutions visible in lateral view. Cel-
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lular spirals wide (80-107 [I m), on most specimens concave and shallow, delimited by low and
narrow intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals continue onto somewhat flattened summit without
changing their width and shape to meet in centre along an irregular line or in a point slightly
raised above the general surface. In the basal part cellular spirals as wide as at the equator or
somewhat widened around the basal pore ; tips ending truncately or roundedly, in most
specimens surrounding a distinctly pentagonal outer opening of the basal pore. Equatorial
angle 10 to 150.

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals thick, with two calcification zones; the inner
layer dark , thin, the outer light-coloured and three times thicker ; laminate texture invisible.
In the apical part cellular spirals distinctly thinner than at the equator. Basal pore with outer
opening in the bottom of a pentagonal depression, pore cone-shaped, basal plug wider than
thick. Oospore membrane represented by black line along interior wall of spirals (pI. I: 5).

Remarks. - Amblyochara agathae sp. n. is most similar to Amblyochara peruviana GRAM
DAST 1967 described from the Upper Cretaceous deposits of Peru, but it differs in being much
smaller. From Ai latifasciata (PECK) GRAMBAST, 1962, described by PECK (1957) from the Albian
deposits of North America it differs in having smaller size and shorter canal of the basal pore
(seen in longitudinal section) ; also, in A. agathae, the specimens with concave cellular spirals
predominate.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation) ; Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Amblyochara nemegetcnsis sp. n.
(pl, 39:2-5. 8)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-III/139 ; pl, 39:4.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Formation.
Type locality : Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation 0/ the name : nemcgetensls - occurring in the Nernegt Basin.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, subprolate and ellipsoidal with broadly rounded
and flat summits and slightly protruding bases. Cellular spirals continue onto the summit
without changing their shape and size; in the apical centre these are slightly thinner than at the
equator.

Material. - About 600 well preserved specimens.

Measured gyrogonites of Amblyochara nemegetensis sp. n.

ZPAL LPA LED IS1 AND
Width Th ick.

ANI Number
MgChar·III/ in um

cony. cony.
in (.Lm in (.Lm cony. in ll m in (.Lm

232 606 468 129 240 40 8 72 45
339 6/7 493 125 312 50 8 81
341 629 476 132 297 47 9 85
139 650 500 130 320 49 10 80
338 680 537 127 320 47 8 96
340 680 566 120 323 47 8 95
342 705 51 0 139 290 41 9 88
:!43 710 561 127 340 48 9 93
233 720 540 /33 300 41 8 84 60
344 748 61 2 122 374 50 8 102

Range : 606-748 468-612 120-/39 240-374 41-50 8-10 72-120 45-60
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De. cription. - Gyrogonites middle-sized. ubprolu te (I I 120- -139) and ellipsoida l
CA J 40-50), with broadly rounded and fiat summits and slightly protruding bases; length
from 606 to 748 !Lm . width from 468 to 612 [) m. Eight to ten convolutions visible in lateral
view. ellular spiral wide (72-1 02 !L m ). more or less concave. delimited by low and sha rp
intercellular ridges. ellular spirals continue onto summit without changing their size and shape
and meet in the apical centre along a short irregular line. In the basal part cellular spira ls slightly
widened ; outer opening of the ba al pore distinctly pentago nal. Equatorial angle about 10°.

In longitudin al section. cellular spirals are of an average thickness (about 45-60 fL m),
in the apical part they have the ame thickne as at the equator. Fru ctificational wall preserved
imperfec tly and only locally.

Remarks. - Amblyochara nemcgetensis sp. n. i rno t similar to An iblyochara agathae sp. n.
from which it differs in having more elongate shape , more protruding bases and cellular spi
rals which are not narrower in the ap ical part. Anib lyochara nemegetensis i also similar to
Amblyochara subeiensis H A. G and Xu, 1978 from which it differs in having more elonga ted
sha pe and somewhat smaller dimensions.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous ( cmegt Format ion) : cmegt and Altan Ula IV,
emegt Basin Gobi Desert

Genus If topochara PECK, 1938

Type species : Atopochara Peck, 193 • North America. Lower Cretaceo us.

Atopocharu ulancnsis K YANSEP-RoMASCH KINA, 1975
(pl, 25 :\ a-c; pI. 3 \ :1a-c. 2a-c. 3)

1975. Atopochara ulancnsis KVA. sEP-Ro~I . : K v,, :"s[p·Ro~IASCIIK I :-<A ; 190-1 91, pl, 2a-b ; pI. 3 :1, 2.

i\ lu terial, - Four specimens.

M easured specimens of Atopochara ulancnsis K YA . 'sEP-Rm.l SCHKINA

ZI';\ L
MgCh a r-lI l/

U 'A
i n (Lm

I.EI)

ill iLIll
ISI

AN D
ill urn A I

53 !OOO !l50 11 7 450 45

105 1000 820 122 440 44

39 1050 900 116 500 48
68 1050 10 ·0 100 500 44

Ra nge : 1000- \0 50 82(}..1050 100-1 22 44(}..500 44-48
- _ . - ----- - --- - -- -----

Description. - See KYA SEI'-RoMASCHKI NA (1975). Representative of the .pccies
discussed undo ubtedly fall within the range of variability of A. ulanensis KYA. sEP- RoM.

Remarks. - Atopochara ulanensis from our materia l is represen ted only by four variably
preserved specimens. One, very well preserved specimen (pI. 31: 2a-c) makes the precise specific
assignment possible. In the remaining gyrogonites the utricle is destroyed in various degree.
One specimen completly devoid of sculpture (pI. 31: 3) is almost identical with that illustrated
by KYA sEP-Ro 1ASCHKI A (1975, pI. 3 : 2) as the gyrogonite of this species.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous ( emegt Formation) : Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi
Desert (KA RCZEW$KA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, present paper). Upper Cretaceous (Ne
megt Formation) : Ulan Bulak (KYA SEP-RoMASCHKl ' A 1975)
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Euaclistochara Z. WANG, HUANG and S. WANG, 1976

Type species : Euacllstoclutra lufenqrnsts Z. W Al"G . II UANG and S. W ANG , 1976, China . Upper Jurassic,

-109

Remarks. - The genus Euaclistochara has been erected by the Chine e authors to include
gyrogonites in which the morphology of the apical part was such as in Euaclistochara mundula
and in related species. E. mundula was described by PECK in 1941 as Aclistocliara mundu/a ;
later, it was included, also by PECK (1957) , to Stellat ochara HORN af RANTZIEN because of the
apical part morph ology of these gyrogonites. Z. WANG (1978) remarked that there are es
sential differences in the morphology of the apical part between the gyrogonites of Stellato
chara and " Aclistochara m undula", In the opinion of Z. WA G (1978) the latter species should
be included in a new genus, but this was not done in his paper. Instead, he included " A. mun 
dula" in Porochara , with a question mark, referring to GRAMBAST 196 1, who, according to
Z. WANG, used this new combination. However, GRAMBAST ( 196 1) did not formally transfer
S tellatochara m undula (PECK) PECK to another genus. Z. WA Get al. ( 1976) erected the genus
Euaclistochara ; spheroidal and ovoid gyrogonites with truncated apex, rounded bases, concave
cellular spirals and sharp intercellular ridges were included. Most important diagnostically is,
according to Z. WANG et 0/ ., the morphology of the apical part , which is different than in Stella
tocliara and Porochara. In " Aclistochara niundula", the cellular spirals turn strongly at the apex
and bend down abruptly into the apical pore forming a deep and wide canal. Z. WA NG (1978)
suggested that a new genus should be erected to include gyrogonitcs in which the apical part
was similar to that of " Aclistocliara mundula" , and as such genus was already created by Z. WANG
et al. (1976), we suppose that the paper of 1978 had been written earlier than that published in
1976.

The difference between the apical part of gyrogonites Stellato chara and those of " A cli
stochara mundula" was noticed already in 1954 by HORN af RANTZIEN, who considered the lack
of raised tips of the cellular spirals at the apex in the latter species and lack of the typical beak
around the apical pore to be important features.

In our opinion, the difficulties in the generic assignment of "Aclistoch ara mundula' are
due to the lack of preci ion in descriptions of the gyrogonite apical part. We think that Z.WA G
et al . (1976) were right to erect a new genus including the forms pos essing the apical part like
that in " A clistochara mundula" , However, the diagnosis of this genus is not very plain and only
discussion and description make it clear that the genus Euaclistochara is important.

The morphology of the apical part in the three close genera is as follows:
In S tellatochara the cellular spirals rise abruptly at the apex changing the course to a higher

angle, without changing the width and hape ; they form a distinct beak. In longitudinal section,
a cylindrical canal surrounded by straight cellular spirals, as wide as at the equator is visible.

In Porochara the gyrogonites possess a flat apex with the pentagonal apical pore situated
at the same level as the endings of the surrounding spirals. The cellular spirals neither rise
nor bend down at the apex.

In Euaclistochara the cellular spirals reach the margin of the apical part witho ut changing
their shape or dimensions. In the apical part , close to the margin, these become narrower but
do not rise, making a turn along the margin and bend down abruptly to form the cylindrical
apical canal. In longitudinal section, in the apical part , the cellular spirals surrounding the canal
taper strongly to 1/3 of the equatorial width.

Euaclistochara mundula (PECK, 1941) Z . WA G,
HUANG and S. WA G, 1976

(pl. 38: 1-6)

1941. Aclistochara mundula PECK ; PECK : 291, pl. 42: 7-1 1.
1957. St ellatochara mundula ( PECK) PECK ; PECK : 29-30, pl, 3:25-35 .
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1976. Euaclistochara 1I1I1IIt/ula O' ECK) Z . W ANG et al. ; Z. WA NG, UUAN<; and S. W ANG: 71.

1978. Porochara 'l mundula (PECK) G RAMBAST; Z. WANG: p. 71, pl. 2 : 17-2 6.

Material. - About 450 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small, subprolate to prolate (ISI 125-145) and subovoidal,

ellipsoidal to subovoidal (AN I 42- 59) with flat summits and broadly rounded bases ; length

Mea sured gyrogonites of Euaclistochara mundula ( PECK) Z . WANG et al.

Widt h
ZPAL LPA LED AND N umb. co ny. Thick.

MgChar-1II1 in fL m in fL m 151
in !J.m AN I at EA con y.con y.

in fLm in urn

394 340 282 121 144 43 9 34
395 350 268 130 148 42 9 46
396 374 289 129 183 49 8 36
46 410 320 128 200 49 10 45

170 441 358 123 197 45 9 49
398 459 351 131 272 59 10 52
400 462 377 124 212 46 9 59
169 464 327 142 235 51 9 49
397 479 362 133 246 53 10 59
399 502 358 145 221 44 10 54

Range : 340-502 268-362 121- 145 144-272 42-59 8-10 34- 59

from 340 to 502 !J.m, width from 279 to 377 [Lm. Eight to ten con volutions visible in lateral view.
Cellular spirals concave , separated by sharp and narrow intercellular ridges. At the equator
the spirals are 34 to 60 [Lm wide . Cellular spirals reach the periphery of the apical part without
changing their shape and width. In the apical periphery they taper distinctly and turn, then
bend down sharply into the summits open ing. Cellular spirals, as a rule, continue onto the base
without changing their sha pe and size, in some specimens slightly wide ned around the basal
pore. Outer opening of the basal pore small, situated at the same level as the surround ing spi
ra ls. Eq ua to ria l angle about 10°.

In longitudinal section , two calcificatio n zones are visible; the inner one dar ker, very
thin , fine-crystallin e, the outer light-coloured , thicker and slightly laminated. In the apica l
periphery, cellular spirals narrow and bend sharply downward , forming distinct cylind rical
cana l. Basal plug thin and flat. Fructificationa l wall preserved imperfectly and only locally.

Remarks. - The specimens of E. mundula (PECK) Z. W ANG et al. from Mongolia do not
differ in any important respect from those described from America (PECK, 1941, 1957) and
China (Z. WANG et al. 1978).

Occurrence. - Aptian and Albian: North America , Chi na. Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt
Forma tion) : Nemegt and Alt an Ula IV, Nemegt Basin, G ob i Desert.

Genus Gobichara KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYD LO, 1972

Type species : Gobichara deserta K ARCZ. and ZIEMB.• 1972. Mongolia. Lower Tert iar y.

Gobichara caerulea sp. n.
(pl, 22: 2. 3, 6, 7)

Holotype : Z PAL MgChar-III/29 ; pI. 22:7.
Type horizon : Upper Cretaceous, Nernegt Formation.
Type locality : Nernegt , Nernegt Basin, G obi Desert.
Derivat ion of the name : Lat. caeruleus = blue.
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Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate and subovoidal to ellipsoidal, with
rounded to slightly protruding summits and conicatty protruding bases. In the apical periphery
cellular spirals slightly narrower and somewhat thinner than at the equator; apical junction

Measured gyrogonites of Gobichara caerulea sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony. Thick.

MgChar·mj in p.m in urn ISI in p.m ANI cony. at EA
cony.

in p.m in !Lm

235 600 420 143 240 40 7 83 50
364 629 425 147 289 46 9 85
363 634 428 149 290 46 9 85
367 648 450 144 326 50 II 86
29 680 450 151 340 50 9 90

368 680 442 154 318 47 10 73
362 680 474 144 306 45 8 93
365 680 510 133 300 44 8 92
366 680 486 139 297 44 8 102
361 686 493 140 318 46 8 85

Range: 600--686 420-510 133-154 240-326 40-50 7-10 73-102 50

in form of a very short line. In the basal part cellular spirals as wide as at the equator . Basal
pore with pentagonal outer opening, surrounded by the prolonged basal tips of cellular spirals.

Material. - Eighteen well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate (ISI 133-154) and subovoidal to

ettipsoidal (ANI 4~SO), with rounded to slightly protruding summits and conically protruding
bases; length from 600 to 686 f1.m , width from 420 to 510 f1.m. Seven to ten convolutions visible
in lateral view. Cellular spirals wide (73-102 um), concave, delimited by distinct and narrow
intercettular ridges. In the apical periphery cellular spirals slightly narrower, or as thick as at
the equator, uniting in a point or along a short, slightly zigzagged line. Basal pore with outer
opening distinctly pentagonal, surrounded by the prolonged basal tips of cellular spirals.
Equatorial angle about 15 0

•

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals of an average thickness (about 50 [Lm) ; in the apical
part they are as thick or somewhat thinner, than at the equator. Basal part cone-shaped, basal
plug thin . Oospore membrane represented by black line along interior walls of spirals.

Remarks. - Gobichara caerulea sp. n. is most similar to Gobichara nigra KARCZ. and
ZIEMB., 1972 but is larger, has less protruding base and lacks the secondary ridges.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation) : Nemegt and Altan uta IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Gobichara viridis sp. n.
(pl, 26:4, 7, 9, 11)

Holotyp«: ZPAL MgChar-III/85; pl, 26:7.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Formation.
Type locality: Nemegt, Nernegt Basin, Oobi Desert.
Derivation 0/ the name : Lat. viridis = green.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites small to middle-sized, subprolate to prolate and subovoidal
to ellipsoidal, with rounded summits and protruding bases. Cellular spirals concave, wide,
continue onto the summit without changing their shape and size. In the basal part, cellular
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spirals as wide as at the equator. Outer opening of the basal port: pentagona l. Basal plug thin.
Iaterial, - Twenty well preserved specimens.

Description. - Gyrogonites small to middle-sized, subprolate to prolate (ISI 125-142)

and ubovoidal to ellipsoidal (AN I 41-48), with rounded summits and protrudin g bases:
length from 442 to 527 [J m, width from 340 to 394 [1. m. Eight to ten convolutions visible in
lateral view. Cellular spirals concave, wide (44-66 p.m), continue onto the summit without
changing their shape and size; in the apical centre these jo in each other along a short, irregular
line. In the basal part cellular spirals as wide as at the equator , tips ending trunc ately, surround
ing the outer opening of the basal pore. Equatorial angle about 15°.

In longitudinal section , in the apica l part cellular spirals the same thickness as at the
equato r. Basal plug thin, closing a short cana l of the basal pore.

Remarks. - Gyrogonites of Gobicliara viridis SI'. n. are most similar to those of Gobi
cliara nigra KARCZ. and ZIEMD., especially to the specimen without secondary ridges (see KAR
CZEWSKA and ZIEMBlNSKA-TwORZYOLO, 1972, 1'1. 14: 3, 4) , from which they differ in being
somewhat larger.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceou s (Nemegt Formation) : Nemegt, and Allan Via IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Measured gyrogon ites of Gobicliara viridis sp, n.
- - - - -- - -- - - .- -_. - - - -- -- -- -

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. con v,

/vlgChar- lll/ in (-I.1ll . in !J.m ISI in fl m ANI at EAcon v,

in fl lll

369 442 340 130 204 46 9 44
370 476 360 1.13 197 41 8 64
371 493 374 132 221 45 8 64
372 493 394 125 238 48 IQ 58
373 510 362 141 240 47 10 58
220 510 360 142 218 43 8 60
85 525 3(,7 142 230 44 9 66

374 527 384 137 224 43 8 6 1

Range: 442-527 340--394 125-142 197-240 41-48 8-10 44-66

Thick.
COl1\' .

in flm

32-40

Genus Harrlsichara GRAMBAST, 1957

T ype species : Harrisichara vusiformis (Rzrn and GROVES, 1921) GRAMIlAST, 1957, England, Eocene,

Harr isichara cretacca KARCZ. and ZIEMR. , 1970
(pl , 36: I, 3, 4, 6)

1970. llarrisichara cretacea KARCZ. and ZlFMR.; K xaczrwsx« and ZJEMIIlNSKA-TwORZYDLO: 128- 129, pl, 32: 4; fi g. 3.

Material. - About 40 well preserved specimens.
Description. - See KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMDINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970). It may be added

herein that the gyrogonites of this species from the present material display greater variability
in comparison with those described by us earlier (1970) , which is due to the richness of the
present material. The variability concerns the gyrogonite length and width and the isopolarity
index (ISI). The specimens described possess distinctly elongated basal part which is an import
ant feature of the genus Harrisichara. This feature is visible especially well in longitudinal
section. Secondary ridges are high and wide with a very characteristic structure (pl. 36: 3b),
intercellu lar ridges are very low with distinctly developed sutures.
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Measured gyrogonites of Harrisichara crelacea KARCZ. and ZIEMB.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AN D Nu mb. cony. Th ick.

MgChar- in fl.m in fl.1TI
ISI

in fl.1TI
ANI cony. a t EA

cony.

in fl.1TI in [LITI

1/55 342 310 110 185 54 7 52
11I/345 497 374 132 255 51 7 64
11I/346 510 350 146 238 47 8 68
11I/347 510 377 135 234 45 8 68
I1I/348 5]0 382 134 258 50 7 61
11I/349 527 401 131 246 47 8 68
111/350 538 396 135 261 48 10 69
11I/351 538 382 134 258 50 7 61

1/105 550 450 122 210 38 8 77'

11I/238 556 399 140 240 43 9 60 45

Range : 342-556 31D-450 110-146 185-261 38-54 7-10 52-77 45

In longitudinal section , two calcification zones are visible ; the inner one darker, thin ,
the outer light-coloured , thicker. Cellular spirals with secondary ridges higher than the in
tercellular ones. In the ap ical part cellular spiral s are of the same thickness, or slightly thinner
than at the equator. Basal plug th in, flat , deeply inserted, closing a funnel-like canal of the basal
pore. Oospore membrane represented by black line along the interior walls of the spirals.

Remarks. - See KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBl NSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970).
Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation): Nemegt and Altan VIa IV,

Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Harrisichara cepaeformis sp. n.
(pl, 25 :5- 7)

Holotype: ZPAL MgChar-III j74; pl, 25:6 .
Type horizon: Upper Cre taceo us, Nernegt Forma tion.
Type locality: Nernegt, Nemegt Basin, G obi Desert.
Derivation of the name: cepaeformis - Lat. cepa = on ion , fo rma = shape, of the shape of an on ion.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites small to middle-sized , subprolate and ellipsoidal, with broadly
rounded summits and prolonged and protruding bases. Cellular spirals narrowing in the apical
periphery. Apical junction in the form of a short irregular line.

Material. - Ten well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small to middl e-sized, subprolate (ISI 112-127) and ellip

soidal (ANI 40-49), with broadly rounded summits and bases protruding in the form of a cone
shaped projection. Length from 438 to 5I0 fLm, width from 355 to 452 fLm. Six to nine con
volutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals wide (56-71 fLm), concave, with secondary
ridges developed along the centres of the cellular furrows. Intercellular ridges more conspi
cuous than the secondary ones , which are low. Cellular spirals slightly narrowing in the apical
periphery, forming an apical plate. Apical junction in the form of a short irregular line. Basal
opening pentagonal. Outer opening of the basal pore situated at the same level as the surround
ing spirals. Equatorial angle about 200

•

Remarks. - Harrisichara cepaeformis sp. n, is most similar to H. cretacea KARcz, and
ZIEMB., from which it differs in having more rounded summits and more prolonged bases.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation): Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
8 - P al aeonlolog ia P oi on ica No. 42
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Measured gyrogonites of Harrisichara cepaeformis sp. n.
-- _ ._-

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AN D Numb. conv,

MgChar-III/ in fLm in fLm ISI in fLm ANI at EAconv.
in fLm

352 438 357 122 217 49 6 59
74 440 355 124 200 45 8 56

353 467 402 11 6 224 4H 9 58
354 479 377 127 224 47 7 64
355 493 387 127 229 46 8 68
356 493 425 11 6 238 48 9 71
357 496 408 121 241 48 8 71
358 510 414 123 251 49 7 71
359 510 433 11 8 238 47 9 68
360 510 452 11 2 204 40 9 68

Range: 438- 510 355-452 112-1 27 2()()""25I 40-49 6-9 56-71

Genus Lamprothamnium GROVES, 1916

Type species : Lamprothamnium papulosum (WA l. lROTI1) J. G ROVES, 191 6 emend. R. D. WOOD, 1965, Sweden,
Recent.

Lamprothamnium altanulaensis (KARCZ. and Z IEMD., 1970) comb. n.
(pl. 32: 1- 8)

1970. Tectochara altanulaensls (KARCZ. and ZIEMB.); KARCZEWSKAand ZIEMBI r:.:sKA-TwORZYDI..O, 139- 141, pl, 32: 5, 6;
pl. 34:2; fig. 11.

Emended diagnosis. - Gyrogonites small, subprolate to prolate, subovoidal to eIIipsoid
aI, with slightly rounded or slightly protrudin g summits and somewhat protrudin g bases;
cellular spirals in the apical centre approximately as wide as at the equator but very thin (1/4 of
the equatorial thickness), forming peripheral depression. Basal pore situated in the bottom of
a distinct , pentagonal depression. Basal plug very thin .

Material. - About 150 weII preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogon ites small, subprolate to prolate (ISI 116- 149) and subovoidal

to eIIipsoidal (ANI 4G--56) with slightly protr uding summits and somewhat protruding and
subtruncate bases; length from 355 to 552 [J.m, width from 302 to 397 urn. Five to nine con
volutions visible in lateral view. CeIIular spirals flat , concave or rarely convex, relatively wide,
separated by narro w but distinct interceIIular furrows. In the apical part cellular spirals approx
imately as wide as at the equator, but very thin, forming peripheral depression ; towards sum
mit they extend and rise meeting each other at one point or along a very short irregular line.
In the basal part , cellular spirals of the same width as at the equator, surrounding a pentagonal
basal pore, slightly depressed. Equatorial angle about 15°.

In longitudinal section, ceIIular spirals of an average thickness (40- 50 (J-m). In the apical
part slight calcification of ceIIular spirals, which are about four times thinner than at the equa
tor , is visible. Basal plug thin and flat, closing a funnel-likecanal of the basal pore. Oospore weII
visible in some specimens fiIIing the gyrogonite inside (pI. I1: 4); in many specimens the oospore
membrane represented by black line along interior walls of spirals (pl, 11: 5, 6).

Remarks. - Owing to the richness of the present material it was possible to make detailed
observations on the morphology of the gyrogonites L. altanulaensis, in longitudinal section.
It appears that the apical part is very characteristic; the ceIIular spirals in this area , thin out
strongly to form a peripheral groove and rise in the centre, which is typical of the genus Lam
prothamnium. Thus , L. altanulaensis may be included in this genus without doubt. Lamprothatn-
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Measured gyrogonites of Lamprotltamnium altanulaensis (KARCZ. and ZIEMB.) comb. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND . Numb. cony. Thick.

MgChar- in rim in [lm ISI in [lm ANI cony. at. EA cony.

in [lm in urn

1/76 355 302 120 145 48 7 55
1/33 390 335 11 6 220 56 6 65
1/32 400 320 125 162 40 5 80
1/35 430 295 149 205 47 7 65

111/182 456 337 138 196 43 7 72 37
1lI/4Q1 467 397 11 8 193 41 6 73
111/402 470 380 124 195 41 6 81
1Il/1SI 51 1 390 13 1 207 40 7 63 51
1lI/4Q3 540 394 138 238 44 9 59
IIl /404 552 390 142 255 46 8 71

Range : 355-552 302- 397 11 6-149 145-255 40-56 5-9 55- 81

nium is the recent genus. Its fossil representatives were found first by CASTEL and GRAMBAST
(1969) in the Eocene deposits of France. L. altanulaensis is the oldest species of this genus
recorded until now.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt For mation) : Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Genus Latochara MADLER, 1955

Type species: Latochara latitruncata (PECK) MADLER, 1955, North America, Upper Jurassic.

Latochara sp.
(p l, 34:5a-b)

Material. - One well preserved specimen.
Description. - Gyrogon ite barrel-shaped, with truncate summit and broadly rounded

base; length 420 (Jorn , width 340 p.m, isopolarit y index 123. Eight convolutions visible in lateral
view. Cellular spirals flat , delimited by indistinctly marked intercellular sutures. In the summit
area calcification of cellular spirals reduced ; there, the spirals become shallowly concave and
remain concave as they turn upward to form a truncate pyramidal-shaped projection in the
centre. Outer opening of the basal pore pentagonal. Equatorial angle about 15°.

Remarks. - Latochara sp. is most similar to Latochara curtula Z. WANG (1978) from which
it differs in size and in structure of apical projection.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation): Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi
Desert.

Genus Maedlerisphaera HORN af RANTZIEN, 1959

Type species: Maedlerisphaera ulmensis (STRAUB, 1952) HORNaf RANTZIEN, 1959, Germany, Oligocene,

M aedlerisphaera pseudoulmensis KARCZ. and ZIEMB., 1970
(pI. 37: 1-7)

Emended diagnosis, - Gyrogonites small to middle-sized, subprolate to prolate and
ellipsoidal with protruding summits and rounded or slightly protruding bases. In the apical
periphery cellular spirals distinctly narrowing and constricted , forming a deep periphera l groove;
in the apical centre cellular spirals increase in width. Apical nodules sometimes prominent.
Basal plug wider than thick.
s-
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Material. - About 150 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small to middle-sized, subprolate to prolate (ISI 119

150) and ellipsoidal (ANI 45-52), with protrud ing summits and rounded or slightly protr uding
bases; length from 400 to 535 [1-m, width from 300 to 420 [1- m. Eight to ten convolutions visible
in lateral view. Cellular spirals concave or Oat, from 50 to 56 [1-m wide, delimited by very low
and narrow intercellular ridges, with sutures poorly marked. In the apical periphery cellular
spirals narrow rapidly to about 1/3 of their normal width, then turn abruptly towards the centre,
expand ing rapid ly and then uniting along a short irregular line. In the basal part cellular spirals
slightly narrowing with tips somewhat widened around the basal pore , ending roundedly.
Equatorial angle about 15°.

Measured gyrogonites of Medlerisphaera pseudoulmensis KARCZ. and ZIEMB.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony.

MgChar- in urn in fl-m
ISI in ILm

ANI at EAcony.
in fl-m

1/155 400 300 133 200 50 9 42
1/157 417 350 119 217 52 II 47
1/154 417 320 150 212 51 8 42

flI /197 480 406 118 234 48 8 60
flI /196 490 397 130 234 49 8 53
IJI/l 95 510 420 121 258 51 8 60
IJI/383 510 352 145 234 45 10 59
flI /382 527 393 134 261 49 8 75
flI /384 533 409 130 263 49 9 68
IIl/385 535 401 133 248 47 9 65

Range: 400-535 300-420 119-150 200-263 45-52 8- 10 42-75

Thick.
cony.
in !J.m

56
54
50

50-56

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals of an average thickness (50-56 [1-m), with poorly
marked lamination. Tn the apical periphery cellular spirals rapidly thinning and in the apical
centre regaining their equatorial thickness. In the basal part cellular spirals as thick as at the
equator. Basal plug wider than thick.

Fructificational wall locally visible as a dark zone.
Remarks. - The present material contained numerous and well preserved specimens of

Maedlerisphaera pseudoulmensis, thus, it was possible to make through an observation on the
morphology of the gyrogonites apical part. These morphological features can not be considered
to be falling within the variability range of the genus Sphaerochara HORN af RANZIEN. There
fore, we sustain our opinion expressed in 1970 that the genus Maedlerisphaera should not be
included in Sphaerochara (See KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970: 131).

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation): Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Genus Mesochara GRAMBAST, 1962

Type species: Mesochara symmetrica (PECK, 1957) GRAMBAST, 1962; North America, Aptian,

Mesochara mongolica KARCZ. and ZIEMB., 1970
(pI. 28: 2-4, 6, 7) .

1970. Mesochara mongolica KARCZ. and ZIEt.m.; J. KARCZEWSKA and M. ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO. 132, pl, 30: 1;pl, 34:
I ; fig. 5.

Material. - About 170 well preserved specimens.
Description. - See KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TWORZYDLO (1970).
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Remarks. - The specimens from the present material undoubtedly fall within the range
of variability of M esochara mongolica KARCZ. and ZIEMB. (1970). In comparison with the gyro
gonites referred to M. obventicia sp. n. they are larger and have more protruding summits and
bases and somewhat shorter can al of the basal pore.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formati on ): Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mesochara stankevitchii KYANSEP-RoMASCHKI NA, 1975
(pl, 29: 1- 3, 6, 7)

1975. Mesochara stankevitcltii K YAl'SEP-Ro M. ; N. P. K YANSEP-RoMAscHKINA, 195-196, pl. 4: I, 2.

Material. - About thirty well preserved specimens.
Description. - G yrogonites sma ll, subprolate to prolat e (ISI 130- 143) and subo voida l

to ellipsoidal (ANI 40-48). with protrud ing summits and bases ; length from 340 to 415 pm.
Seven to ten convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals concave, narrow, with distinct
intercellular ridge s ; seconda ry ridges absent. Cellular spirals continue onto the summit without
changing their size and shape; in the apic al centre these are slightly widened to join each other
in a point or along a shor t, irre gular line. At the equator the spirals are 25 to 61 (-lm wide.

Measured gyronogonites of M esochara stankevitchii KYANSEP-RoM.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. conv, Thkk.

MgChar-III/ in f1.m in f1.m ISI in (Lm ANI at EA cony.cony.
in (Lm in (Lnt

276 340 258 131 163 46 9 40
277 340 238 143 136 40 9 25
281 364 255 143 161 44 9 35
201 364 264 138 150 41 8 42 24-44
206 374 280 133 180 48 8 41 25-44
282 384 275 140 183 48 9 37
283 387 284 136 170 44 10 30
278 408 314 130 170 42 8 21
279 408 299 137 178 43 7 61
280 41 5 302 137 170 41 9 42

Range: 340-415 238- 314 130-143 136-183 40-48 7-10 25-6 1 24-44

Basal poles prolonged and protruding into a cone-shaped project ion. Outer opening of the basal
pore pentagonal, situated at the same level as the protruding ends of surrounding spirals.
Equatorial angle about 20°.

In longitudinal section, cellular spira ls of an average thi ckness, narrow, of the same thick
ness or somewhat thinner in the apical part than at the equator. Basal plug thin, deeply in
serted, closing cylindrical canal of the basal pore. Basal canal long and narrow; the outer part
of the basal pore enclosed by appendages protruding downwards from the gyrogonites. Fructi
ficational wall visible locally as a dark zone.

Remarks. - Mesochara stankevitchii, was erected by KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1975) to
include specimens similar to gyrogonites of Mesochara voluta (PECK, 1937) GRAMBAST, 1965
differing from those described by PECK in having strongly elon gated basal part. PECK (1957) ,
when describing the North American Mesozoic gyrogonites of Mesochara voluta, included in
this species, beside the typical forms, also those possessing an elongated basal part. In the same
time this author remarked that "it is possible that more than one species is represented" (p, 39).
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In the present material one can observe that the gyrogonites of M. stank evitchii differ
from those of M. voluta in having elongated not only the basal but also the apical part , strongly
crowded spirals visible in lateral view and also in displaying very characteristic structure of
the cellular spirals in longitudinal section. Therefore, our investigations resulted in a better
recognition of the morphology of gyrogonites M . stank evitchii enabling the separation of this
species from those related. After having examined the material from the Mongolian Upper
Cretaceous depo sits described by KVA NSEP-RoMASCIIKI NA (1975) we have together with the
latter author reached the conclu sion that the inclusion of gyrogonitcs M. voluta descr ibed by
KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970) to M. stank evitchii was unjustified.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Campanian - Maastrichtian) : Bugeen Tsav and
Altan Ula I, (KVA NSEP-RoMASCIIKI:-:A . 1975). Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation) : Nemegt
and Altan Ula IV, Nernegt Basin. Gobi Desert.

Meso chara I'OII/ Ia (PECK, 1937) GRAMDAST, 1965
(pl, 26 :2, 5)

1937. Chara voluta Ptn.: ; R. E. Pr\l(, 85. pl , 14 :16-19.
1941. Chara voluta PECK ; R. E. PECK, 289, pl , 42 :12-14.
1957. Praechara voluta (PECK) PECK ; R. E. PECK, .19, pl, 7: 22-24, 26; non pl, 7: 25, 27.
1965. Mesochara voluta (PECK) GRAMDAST ; L. GRAMDAST. 581
t967. Me sochara voluta (PECK) SCIIAIKI" ; J. M. SCIIAIKI:". 46.
1970. Mesochara voluta (PEo .:) KARCZ. and ZIEMR.; J. KARCZEWSK Aand ZIt.MBI~SKA-TWURl YDLO, 133. pl . 30 :2. 3;

fig. 6.
1975. Mcsorhara voluta (PrC!.,) SCIIAIKIN; N. P. KY,,"srp-Ro~I-\St'IIK I :" " . ! ()7, pl , 4: 4-6.

Material. - About forty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small . prolate sphero idal to subprolate (lS1 106-125) and

ellipsoidal (ANI 44-51), with broadly rounded summits and slightly protruding bases; length
from 340 to 411 (lm, width from 285 to 350 (lm. Seven to nine convolutions visible in lateral
view. Cellular spirals concave , from 42 to 60 (lm wide. delimited by sharp intercellular ridges.
Cellular spirals continue onto summit without changing their size and shape, to join each other
along a short irregular line. The outer opening of the basa l pore situated at the same level as
the protruding ends of surround ing spirals. Equatorial angle about 5 ' .

In longitudinal section , cellular spirals about 40 !J. m thick. fine-crystalline; in the apical
part cellular spiral s of the same thickness as at the equator. Basal plug thin , fl at, deeply inser
ted, closing a funnel-like canal of the basal pore. Basal canal short and wide.

Measured gyrogonites of Mesochara \'01/111/ (PECK) GRAMBAST
- --- - - ----- - --- - - _._ --- --- --- - - - - - -- - --

Widlh
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. Thick.cony.

MgChar-l1If in p.m in um ISI in jW l
A at EA con v.con v.

in :lm in um

-- - - - -~._ - - - - - -- -
284 J40 2115 119 149 44 X 56
286 ;.157 299 119 170 41< l! 42
285 362 ;.140 106 I 7 51 I! 54
289 374 319 120 183 49 9 51
292 380 311! 120 183 48 7 51
290 380 300 125 111 7 49 7 49
203 394 341 11 5 164 44 7 56 41-60
287 398 350 112 195 50 7 5.t
288 400 340 11 8 180 45 II 60
291 411 331 123 204 50 8 46

Range: 340-411 285-350 106-125 149-204 44-51 7-9 42-60 41 -60
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Remarks. - The gyrogonites of the genus Mesochara are most differentiated and several
species may be distinguished. KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1975) included M . voluta described by
KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970) to the species M. stankevitchii KYANSEP
ROMASCHKINA, which is disscussed earlier in this text , in remarks on M. stankevitchii (p. 118).

Occurrence. - Upper Ju rassic, Lower Cretaceous (Aptian and Albian): North America.
Upper Cretaceous: USSR, Moldavia-Krym ; Central Asia-Western Erdeni Ula. Upper Cre
taceous (Nemegt Formation) : Nemegt and Altan VIa IV, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mesocliara gra dzinsk ii sp. n.
(pI. 27:3-6)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-IlI/108; pl. 27 :3.
Typ e hori zon: Upper Cretaceous; Nerncgt Formation.
Type locality : Nem cgt, Ncmcgt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : gradzinskii - in honour of Professor RY5ZARDGRADZINSKI who encouraged our research

on Charophyta.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites very small, prolate spheroidal and ellipsoidal with broadly
rounded summits and bases: length from 267 to 357 fJ- m, width from 270 to 316 fJ-m . Cellular
spirals strongly concave, wide and of acute equato rial angle, delimited by sharp and protruding
intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals conti nue onto the summit without changing their size and
shape; apical junction short or punctiform.

Material. - About fifty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyro gonitcs very small, prolate spheroidal (ISI 98-114) and ellipsoidal

(ANI 38- 58), with broadly rounded summits and bases; length from 267 to 357 [lm, width
from 270 to J 16 fJ- m. Five to seven convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals strongly
concave, 51 to 73 fJ- m wide, delimited by sharp and protruding intercellul ar ridges. Cellular
spirals continue onto the summit without changing their size and shape; apical junction short,
in some specimens almost punctiform. Outer opening of the basal pore pentagonal, compara
tively small, situated at the same level as the ends of surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle very
acute, less than 5°.

Measured gyrogonites of Mesochara gradzinskii sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony. Thick.

MgChar-llI/ in p.m in (1111
ISI in (.lm

ANI
at EA cony.cony.
in (.lm

in (.lm

21 5 267 270 98 156 58 6 53 35-44
325 278 272 103 105 38 6 51
326 282 278 101 119 42 7 51
214 300 295 102 141 47 5 60 21-48
108 310 300 103 140 45 8 60
320 311 297 106 144 46 6 64
321 314 289 109 156 50 6 57
322 316 306 103 149 47 7 54
323 348 316 110 146 42 8 54
324 357 314 114 163 46 6 73

Range: 267-357 270-316 98-114 105-163 38-58 5-6 51-73 21-48

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals strongly calcified; in the apical part their thickness
is about two times smaller than at the equator. Basal plug not preserved . Fructificational wall
preserved imperfectly and only locally.
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Remarks. - Mesochara gradzinskii sp. n. differs from other known species of Mesochara
in being smaller and displaing a very acute equatorial angle of the spirals and low isopolarity
index.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Fo rmation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mesochara injfata sp. n.
(pl, 27 : 1, 2 ; pI. 7 :1 ,5)

Holotype: ZP AL MgChar-lII j55 ; pl. 27: J.
Type horizon ; Upper Cretaceous, Nernegt Formation,
Type locality: Nernegt, Nernegt Basin, G obi Desert.
Derivation of the name: Lat. inflatus = inflated.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites small, prolate spheroida l to subprolate and ellipsoidal with
rounded summits and broadly truncated bases; length from 374 to 441 [lm. Cellular spirals
concave, delimited by low and blunt intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals continue onto the sum
mit without changing their shape and size; apical junction predominantly punctiform. Equato
rial angle about 15°.

Materia). - About fifty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small , prol ate spheroidal to subprolate (ISI 109-124) and

ellipsoidal (AN I 43-47), with rounded summits and broadly truncated bases ; length from 374
to 441 [lm, width from 335 to 362 (.Lm. Six to nine convolutions visible in late ral view. Cellular
spirals concave, fro m 50 to 60 [lm wide, delimited by low and blunt intercellular ridges. Cellu lar
spirals continue onto the summit without changing their size and shape . In the apical centre
spiral ends slightly pointed, formin g a punctiform apical junction, or meeting each other alo ng
a short irregular line. Outer opening of the basal pore distinctly pentagonal, situated at the same
level as the protruding ends of surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle about 15°.

Measured gyrogoni tes of Mesochara inflata sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AN D Numb. cony.

MgC har-lII j in [.llll in !Lm ISI in [.lm AN I at EAcon y.

in /lID

293 374 340 110 161 43 8 51
213 377 345 109 167 44 8 60
209 385 335 115 180 47 6 60

55 390 320 121 185 47 9 50
294 399 357 109 176 44 8 57
295 400 362 111 187 47 8 51
296 401 362 111 183 45 7 57
297 408 340 120 183 45 8 59
298 416 340 123 184 44 9 54
212 441 356 124 204 46 7 60

Range : 374-44 1 335-362 109-1 24 161-204 43-47 6-9 50-60

Th ick.
cony.
in [.lID

46
39-53

41- 60

39-60

In longitudinal section, cellular spiral s fine-crystalline, of an average thickness (about
59 [lm) , in the apical part somewhat thinner than at the equator. Basal canal long and funnel
like; outer part of the basal pore enclosed by appendages protruding downwards from the
gyrogonite.

Remarks. - Mesochara inflata sp. n. is most similar to M esochara voluta (PECK) GRAM
BAST from which it differs in being larger and having more pointed apical part, more elongated
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and truncate basal part, higher equatorial angle and thinning apical part of cellular spirals
visible in longitudinal section.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mesochara luculenta sp. n.
(pl , 29;4, 5; pl. 30:8, 12)

Holotype: ZPAL MgChar·1II/33; pI. 29: 5.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous. Nernegt Formation.
Type locality: Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name: Lat. luculentus = glisten ing.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites small, subprolate to prolate and ellipsoidal, with protruding
summits and rounded bases; length from 360 to 454 [lm, width from 295 to 350 [lom. Cellular
spirals wide and concave, delimited by low and blunt intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals
reach the apex at a relatively high angle, forming slightly extended apical junction. Equatorial
angle about 15°.

Material. - About forty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small, subprolate to prolate (lSI 120--138) and ellipsoidal

(ANI 43-50), with protruding summits and rounded bases; length from 360 to 454 [lm, width
from 295 to 350 [lm. Seven to nine convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals wide
(42-64 [lm), delimited by low and blunt intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals reach the apex
at a relatively high angle, forming slightly extended apical junction. The outer opening of

Measured gyrogonites of Mesochara luculenta sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. conv,

Thick .

MgChar.II1/ in [lm in [lm ISI in prn ANI at EA conv .conv,
in [lID in !-UTI

33 360 295 122 170 47 8 45
299 369 302 122 185 50 8 47
300 391 309 126 170 43 8 47
199 396 330 120 171 44 8 60 46-60
301 405 331 122 175 43 8 59
305 419 340 123 209 50 S 56
304 430 328 131 209 48 7 57
303 440 320 138 207 47 7 64
302 442 350 126 208 47 7 51
307 454 340 133 221 49 9 51

Range : 360-454 295-350 120-138 170-221 43-50 7-9 45-64 46-60

the basal pore pentagonal, situated at the same level as the protruding ends of surrounding
spirals. Equatorial angle about 15°.

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals thick in the apical part gradually thinning down
to 1/3 of their thickness at the equator. Basal canal funnel-like, long and narrow. Basal plug
not preserved. Fructification wall visible locally as a dark zone.

Remarks. - M. luculenta sp. n. is most similar to those of M. stankevitchii KYANSEP

ROMASCHKINA from which it differs in displaying lower isopolarity index and having more
rounded bases, wider cellular spirals and lower equatorial angle. From Mesochara inflata
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sp. n. it differs in having less elongated bases, thicker cellular spirals and somewhat lower iso
polarity index.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Ne megt Format ion), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mesocliara obventicia sp. n.
(pI. 30:5-7, 10)

Holotype: ZP AL MgChar-I II/51; pl. 30: 10.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceo us, Nemegt Formation .
Type locality : Ncmcgt, Nemegt Basin . Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : La t, obventicius = incidental.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonitcs small, subprolate to pro late and ellipsoidal, with slightly
protruding summits and bases; length from 340 to 403 ! m, width from 272 to 324 [Lm. Cellular
spirals concave, delimited by distinct and protruding intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals con
tinue onto the summit at a large angle ; in the apical part spirals slightly narrower ; apical junction
punctiform. Equatorial angle about 200

•

Material. - About twenty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small, subprolate to prolate (151 124-1 44), and subovoidal

to ellipsoidal (A N I 40-51), with slightly protruding summits and bases ; length from 340 to
403 p.m, width from 272 to 324 IJ.m. Seven to ten convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular
spirals concave, delimited by distinct and protruding intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals con-

Measured gyrogonites of Mesochara obventicia sp. n.

---- ------ -

Width
ZP AL LPA LED AN D Num b. co ny. T hick.

MgChar-JII / in urn in 11 10
JSJ

in ILl11
ANJ

at EA conv.cony.
in urn in IJ m

312 340 275 124 148 43 9 34
315 352 277 127 147 42 8 44
316 374 285 132 175 47 10 35
314 375 275 136 1,18 40 9 39
51 375 280 134 150 010 8 35

319 379 284 134 197 51 10 39
317 380 277 138 194 51 9 39
318 386 289 133 170 44 9 35
313 391 272 144 170 43 9 34
210 403 324 124 173 43 7 60 32-48

Range : 340-403 272- 324 124- 144 147- 197 40-51 7-10 34-60 32-48

tinuc onto summit at a large angle, narrowing slightly in the apical periphery, extending and
rising to meet each other at one point or along a very short irregular line. At the equator cellular
spirals from 34 to 60 [Lm wide. Basal part, as a rule, slightly prolonged, but truncate in the basal
centre. Outer opening of the basal pore pentagonal, situated at the same level as the protruding
ends of surrounding spirals. Equ atorial angle about 200

•

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals fine-crystalline, thick and of the same thickness
in the apical part as at the equator. Basal plug thin , deeply inserted, closing funnel-like canal
of the basal pore. Basal can al wide; the outer part of the basal pore enclosed by thick appen
dages protruding downwards from the gyrogouite,
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Remarks. - M. obventicia sp. n. is most similar to Mimongolica, from which it differs
in being smaller and having less elongated apex, more rounded bases and larger basal canal
encircled by very thick spiral endings.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation) : Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin , Gobi Desert.

M esocliara orientalis sp. n.
(pl, 25:2- 4; pl. 26: I)

Holotype: ZPAL MgChar -II1/83; pl, 25:3.
Type horizon : Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Form atio n.
Type locality : Nemegt, Ncmeg t Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : Lat. orientalis = eastern .

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate and ellipsoidal, with protruding sum
mits and prolonged but subtruncate bases. Cellular spirals concave, with secondary ridges of
almost the same height as the intercellular ridges. Cellular spirals continue onto summit at a large
angle, narrowing slightly in the apical periphery ; apical junction punctiform . Basal plug thin.

Material. - Ten well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prol ate (ISI 150- 210) and ellipsoidal (AN I

41-49) with protruding summits and prolonged but subtruncate bases; length from 457 to
620 Il-m, width from 223 to 352 Il-m. Eight to eleven convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular

Measured gyrogonites of Mesochara orientalis sp. n.

ZPAL
MgChar-llI/

Width
LPA LED AND Numb. Th ick.conv.

in I'.m in urn ISI
in ILm

AN I at EA
cony.cony.

in [Lm
in urn

309 457 300 153 210 41 10 51
308 465 312 150 224 48 11 54
223 492 320 154 233 47 9 60
310 493 223 210 240 49 8 51
311 527 353 150 231 44 10 61
83 620 400 154 300 48 9 65

Range: 457- 620 223-3 52 150-210 210- 300 41-49 8- 11 51- 65

46

46

spirals concave , with well developed and distinctl y ornamented secondary ridges. Intercellular
ridges somewhat lower than the secondary ones . Cellular spirals continue onto summit at
a large angle narrowing slightly in the apical periphery, extending and rising to meet each
other at one point or along a very short irregular line. Poorly developed tubercles are visible
below the apical junction. Cellular spirals at the equator from 5I to 65 !J.m wide. Basal part
elongated but truncate in the basal centre. Outer opening of the basal pore small, situated at
the same level as the protruding ends of surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle about 10°.

In longitudinal section , cellular spirals are of an average thickness ea. 46 (J.m composed
of two calcification zones; the inner one thinner, darker and fine-crystalline , the outer thick
er, light-coloured and crystalline in texture. In the apical part cellular spirals are thinner than
at the equator. Basal plug thin , flat, deeply inserted , closing a funnel-like canal of the basal
pore . Basal canal wide ; the outer opening of the basal pore enclosed by thick appendages that
protrude downwards from the gyrogonite. Oospore membrane represented by black line along
the interior walls of the spirals.
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Remarks. - Mesochara orientalis sp. n. is most similar to Mesochara terebrata KARCZ.
and ZIEMB. , 1972 from which it differs in having larger dimensions, smaller protrusion of the
summit, and more elongated cellular spirals in the basal part .

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi
Desert.

Mesochara sp.
(pl , 30: I, 2; pl. 31 :4, 5)

Material. - Five well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate (ISI 140- 151) and ellipsoidal (ANI 47

50), with protruding summits and bases; length from 510 to 560 (.Lm, width from 352 to 400 urn.
Eight to ten convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals concave, with secondary
ridges. Cellular spirals cont inue onto the summit without changing their shape and size; in the
apical centre they join each other in one point. At the equator cellular spirals from 56 to 68 (.Lm
wide. Basal part slightly prolonged. Outer opening of the basal pore situated at the same le
vel as the ends of surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle about 20°.

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals thick (50 (.Lm) and composed of two calcification
zones; the inner one thin . darker, the outer four times thicker. Secondary ridges higher than the

Measured gyrogonites of Mesochara sp.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony.

MgChar-IIlI in ILm in ILm ISI in ILm ANI at EAcony.
in ILm

329 510 365 140 238 47 10 66
155 532 352 151 266 50 10 60
328 533 382 140 263 49 10 61
330 535 357 150 255 50 8 64
221 560 400 140 270 49 10 68

Range: 510-560 352-400 140-151 238-270 47- 50 8-10 56-68

Thick.
cony.
in ILm

50

50

intercellular ones, especially strongly developed in the apical part. Basal plug thinner than
wide. Oospore membrane represented by black line along interior wall of spirals.

Remarks. - Mesochara sp. described herein is most similar to Mesochara sp. described
by KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBI NSKA-TwORZYDLO (1972) from the Palaeocene deposits of Mon
golia, from which it differs in having somewhat larger dimensions and smaller protrusion of
the summit.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi
Desert.

Genus Microchara GRAMBAST, 1959

Type species: Microchara hystrix GRAMBAST, 1959, France, Eocene.

Microchara cf. cristafa GRAMBAST, 1971
(pl, 30:3, 4, 9, 11)

Material. - About forty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small, prolate spheroidal to subprolate (ISI 103-130) and

ellipsoidal (ANI 40-54), with rounded summits and slightly protruding bases; length from
397 to 510 pm, width from 340 to 433 p.m. Seven to ten convolutions visible in lateral view.
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Cellular spirals wide (54-69 {Jom), concave, with secondary ridges well developed, often orna
mented by small and indistinctly delimited protuberances. Secondary ridges more conspicuous
than the intercellular ones. Intercellular ridges low and sharp, with invisible sutures . Cellular
spirals continue onto the summit without changing their width; secondary ridges disappearing
at the apical periphery. The apical centre is occupied by more or less distinctly developed cel
lular tubercles , situated on each of the tips close to the apical junction. Basal pole slightly
protruding but truncate in the basal centre; intercellular ridges markedly higher, ending more
or less roundedly towards the basal pore. Outer opening of the basal pore pentagonal, situated
somewhat lower than the protruding ends of surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle about 10°.

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals wide, with secondary ridges higher than the inter
cellular ones; in the apical part they are of the same thickness or somewhat thicker than at the
equator. In the apical periphery cellular spirals without secondary ridges raising in the apical
centre to form distinct apical nodules. Basal plug not preserved .

Remarks. - Gyrogonites of Microchara cf. cristata from Mongolia differ from those
described by GRAMBAST (1971) from the Upper Cretaceous of southern France in being smaller
and displaying somewhat lower isopolarity index, therefore they can be only tentatively includ
ed in this species.

Measured gyrogonites of Microchara cf. cristata GRAMBAST, 1971

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony. Thick.

MgChar-III j in (-lm in (-lm ISI in (-lm ANI at EA cony.cony.
in (-lm in (-lm

422 397 340 1I6 209 53 8 61
423 400 387 103 183 45 7 59
424 442 374 1I8 232 53 8 61
194 458 410 112 185 40 8 60 51
165 457 385 118 216 47 9 64
166 467 408 1I4 230 49 9 63
425 467 357 130 224 48 9 54
426 486 385 126 231 48 9 64
427 489 41 3 117 265 54 10 64
428 510 433 117 246 48 8 69

Range: 397- 510 340--433 103-130 183-265 40- 54 7-10 54- 69 51

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Genus Mongolichara (KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975) emend. KARCZEWSKA

and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1979

Type species : Mongolichara gobica (KARCZ. and ZIEMD., 1970) KARCZEwSKA and KYANSEP-RoM., 1979, Mongolia,
Upper Cretaceous.

Mongolichara gobica (KARCZ. and ZIEMB., 1970) KARCZEWSKA

and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1979
(pl, 35:4-6)

1970. Tectochara gobica KARCZ. and ZIEMD.; KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, 137-139, pl, 33: 1,2; pl, 34:
5, fig. 10.

1975. Mongolichara deplanata KYANSEP-RoM.; KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 201 , pl, 5: 2.
1979. Mongolichara gobica (KARcz. and ZIEMB.) KARCZEWSICA and KYANSEP-RoM; KARczEwsKA and KYANSEP.RoMA

SCHKlNA, 424, pl, 3: 1-1.
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Material. - About 700 well preserved specimens.
Description. - See KARCZEWSKA and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1979).
Additional description. - In longitudinal section, two calcification zones are visible ;

the inner one darker, th in, composed of crystals of uniform size, closely set, perpend icular to
the oospore membrane. The outer zone light-coloured, three to four times thicker than the
inner one, with well developed lamination. Secondary ridges wide, higher than the intercellular
ones. Basal plug thick, pyramidal, with inner surface flat and outer one concave. Canal of the

Measured gyrogonites of Mongolichara gobica (KARCZ. and ZIEMB.) KARCZEWSKA
and KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA

--- - - - - -

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony. Thick.

MgChar- in tl. ffi in ILnl
ISI in !.L m

ANI at EA cony.cony.
in pm in f-lm

1/62 427 375 144 205 48 7 57
1/63 455 370 123 205 45 a- 8 50

II1/190 578 501 115 278 48 7 87 80
III/241 586 535 109 306 52 7 93
1Il /242 612 544 112 31 1 50 7 107
1II/243 630 598 106 340 54 6 102
111/244 637 612 103 295 46 7 90
JIlj245 663 569 11 8 272 41 9 85
1II/189 675 600 112 276 41 7 98 99
1ll/246 697 649 104 323 46 7 104

Range: 427- 697 375-649 103- 123 205-340 41-54 6-9 50-107 80-99
-----

basal pore short and wide. Two calcification zones also distinctly developed. Fructification al
wall visible in sectioned specimens as a bro wnish, distinctly delimited zone.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert (KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBlNSKA-TwORZYDLO, present paper).
Upper Cretaceous (Campanian - Maastr ichtian) Bugeen Tsav, Altan Ula, Ulan Bulak (KYAN
SEP-ROMASCHKINA, J975).

Mongolichara aurea (KARCZ. and ZIEMB.) KARCZ. and KYANSEP-RoM., 1979
(pl. 15:2, 5)

1970. Tectochara aurea KARCZ. and ZIEMD.; J.KARCZEWSKAand M. ZIEMBINsKA-TWORZYDLO, 141-142, pl. 30: 4; fig. 12.
1979. Mongolichara aurea (KARCZ. and ZIEMn.) comb. n.: J. KARCZEWSKA and N. P. KVANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, pI.

4:2a-c.

Material. - About fifty well preserved specimens.
Description. - See KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TWORZYDLO (J970).
Additional description. - In longitudinal section, two calcification zones are visible;

inner zone darker, very thin , the outer one light-coloured, five times thicker. In the apical part
cellular spirals three times thinner than at the equator. Basal plug thinner than wide, the inner
part slightly convex, the outer one concave. Fructification wall preserved imperfectly and only
locally.

Remarks. - See KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970). Mongolichara aurea
is most similar to Mongolichara costulata KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA (1975) from which it differs
in being much smaller.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
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Mongolichara costulata KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975
(pl, 23 : 1, 2, 4-6)

1975. Mongolichara costulata KYA NSEP-RoM.; N. P. KYA NSEP-RoMASCHKI NA, 202, pl. 5: 3; pl. 6 : 1,4.
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Material. - About 450 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Because KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA has not described longitudinal section

of the gyrogonites, this description is given in the present paper.
In longitudinal section, cellular spirals of gyrogonites thick and wide (80-87 [J. m), with

poorly marked lamination.
Secondary ridges low, of almost the same height as the intercellular ones. Cellular spirals

in the apical periphery narrowing abruptly, two or three times narrower in the apical centre
than at the equator, forming a distinct apical depression. Oospore membrane represented by
black zone occurring along the inner walls of the cellular spirals.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Campanian - Maastrichtian), Bugeen Tsav, Altan
Ula and Ulan Bulak (KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975). Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation)
Nemegt and Altan Ula IV (KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, present paper),
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mongolichara fulgida sp. n.
(pl, 24 :2, 5-7)

Holotype: ZPAL MgChar-lIIjJ 50; pl. 24: 2.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Format ion.
Type locality : Nemcgt, Nernegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : Lat. fulgidus = lustrous.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, subprolate and subovoidal to ellipsoidal with,
broadly rounded and somewhat flattened summits and rounded bases. Cellular spirals thick
and flat to convex. In the apical part cellular spirals narrower and depressed forming a dis
tinct peripheral groove; in the apical centre these are slightly thicker meeting each other along
a very short irregular line. Basal plug thick. Outer opening of the basal pore distinctly penta
gonal, situated in the bottom of a low crater-like depression.

Material. - About 150 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, subprolate (ISI 112-125) and subovoidal to

ellipsoidal (ANI 36-48), with broadly rounded and somewhat flattened summits and rounded
bases; length from 642 to 751 !Lm, width from 534 to 637 [.Lm. Seven to nine convolutions visible
in lateral view. Cellular spirals flat to convex , from 79 to 102 (l.m wide, delimited by distinct,

Measured gyrogonites of Mongolichara fulgida sp. n.
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slightly depressed intercellular sutures. In the apical part cellular spirals much narrower form 
ing a peripheral groove; in the apical centre these are somewhat thicker, uniting along a very
short irregular line. In the basal pole cellular spirals as wide as at the equator, with their tips
slightly widened around the basal pore. Outer opening of the basal pore pentagonal, situated
in the bottom of a low crateriform depression. Equatorial angle about 10°.

In longitudinal section , cellular spirals thick (about 100 fJ.m) composed of two calcifica
tion zones; the inner one somewhat darker, fibrous in texture. The outer zone three times
thicker and fine-crystalline, with more or less distinctly marked lamination. In the apica l part
a very strong thinning of the spirals down to half of their thickness at the equator is visible.
In the basal part ends of cellular spirals as thick as at equator, surrounding a short funnel
like canal of the basal pore. Basal plug well developed , also composed of two calcification zones,
thick, pyramidal, with the inner surface convex and the outer concave. Oospore membrane
represented by black line along interior walls of spira ls.

Remarks. - Mongolichara fulgida sp. n. is most similar to M . costulata KYANSEP -RoMA

SCHKINA (1975), the distinguishing characters of the species are convex cellular spirals, more
acute equatorial angle and different thickness of the calcification zones in longit udinal section.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation) , Nemegt and Altan Via IV,
Nemegt Basin, Go bi Desert.

Mongolichara grovesioides sp. n.
(pl, 33: 4, 5, 7, 8)

Holotype : ZPAL Mg Char-IIJ/48; pl, 33: 7.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Formation.
Type locality : Nemegt , Nernegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name: grovesioides = displaying some similarity to Grovesichara.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized , prolate spheroidal to subprolate and ellipsoidal
with rounded summits and subtruncated bases. Cellular spirals convex with tendention to
ornamentation. In the apical part cellular spirals slightly narrower and depressed forming
a distinct peripheral groove and uniting in the apical centre along a short irregular line. Outer
opening of the basal pore at the same level as the widened ends of surrounding spirals.

Material. - About 120 well preserved specimens.

Measured gyrogonites of Mongolichara grovesioides sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony. Thick.

MgChar-lII/ in fLm in fLm
ISI in prn ANI at EA cony.cony.

in fL m in fLm

237 528 433 122 264 50 7 73 58
263 586 540 108 277 46 7 80
264 629 574 110 306 49 9 90
265 646 547 118 306 47 7 98
48 650 546 119 320 49 8 95

266 680 557 120 340 50 8 107
267 680 640 196 317 46 8 93
268 697 590 118 323 47 9 90
269 703 593 120 340 47 8 95

Range: 528-703 433-640 106-120 264-340 46-50 7-9 73-107 58
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Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized , prolate spheroidal to subprolate (ISI 106-120)

and ellip soidal (AN I 46-50), with broadl y rounded summits and subtruncated bases; length
from 528 to 703 [i m, width from 433 to 640 fLm . Seven to nine co nvolutions visible in lateral
view. Cellul ar spira ls flat to convex, from 73 to 107 !J.m wide, delimit ed by well developed
intercellular sutures. A few gyrogonites possess regularly spaced low tubercles on the surface
of the cellular spirals. In th e apical part cellul ar spira ls slightly narrower forming a low apical
depression , and uniting along a short irregular line . At the basal pole cellular spirals as wide
as at the equator. Outer op enin g of the basal pore at th e same level as the widened ends of
sur ro unding spira ls. Equator ial angle less th an 10°.

In longitudinal section cellul ar spira ls thick, composed of two calcificat ion zones; the
inner one somewhat darker, not well pre served ; the outer zone three times thicker , with more or
less distinctly marked lamination. In the apical part cellular spirals twice thinner than at the
equator. Basal plug unknown. Oo spore membrane preserved imperfectly and only locally.

Remarks. - Mongolichara grovesioides sp. n. is mo st similar to M. fulgida sp. n. from
which it differs in having subtru ncated shape of the basal part, lacking th e crateriform basal
depression and displaying a tendention to surface ornamentation.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous, (Nemegt Formation); Nemegt and Altan VIa IV,
Nemegt Basin , G obi Desert.

?Mongolichara itnmatura sp. n.
(pI. 34: 6, 8- 10)

Holotype: ZPAL MgChar-lIIfI 61: pl . 34 : 10.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceou s, Nerncgt Forma tion .
Type locality : Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : Lat. immaturus = immature.

Diagnosis. - Gyro gonites small to middle-sized , subprolate to prolate and ellipsoidal
with br oadly rounded summits and subt ru ncate bases. Cellular spirals flat to convex. In the
apical pa rt cellula r spirals narrower and thinning gradua lly to form an indi stinct peripheral
groove ; in th e ap ical centre cellula r spirals sometimes slight ly thicker , uniting along a short
irregular line. Outer opening of th e basa l pore dist inctly pentagon al , situated in th e bottom of
a crateriform depression .

Material. - About 100 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small to middle-sized , subpro late to prolate (ISI 122-145)

and predominantly ellipsoid al (A Nl 42- 53), with broadly rounded summits and subtruncate
bases; length from 459 to 561 !J.m, width from 354 to 445 !J.m. Six to nine convolutions visible
in lateral view. Cellular spirals smooth and flat to convex, from 47 to 76 !J.m wide, delimited
by more or less depressed intercellular sutures. In the apical part cellular spirals narrowing
gradually to form a low peripheral groove, meeting each other along a short irregular line .
At the basal pole cellular spira ls slightly widened and somewhat extended around the basal
pore. Outer opening of the basal pore distin ctly pent agonal , situa ted in the bottom of a crate
riform depression. Equatorial angle about 10°.

In longitudinal section , cellul ar spirals of an average thickness (42-60 !J.m), composed
of two indistinctly marked calcification zones ; the inner one somewhat darker, fibrous in tex
ture. The outer zone three times thicker, with more or less distinctly marked lamination. In
the apical part cellular spirals thinning gradually, but only in the apical periphery slightly de
pressed or forming poorly marked peripheral groove. At the basal pole cellular spirals somewhat
thinner than at the equator, surrounding short canal of the basal pore. Basal plug not well
preserved, wider than thick, deeply inserted.

Remarks. - TMongolichara immatura sp. n. is most similar to M. fulgida from which it
differs in having smaller dimensions and more elongated sha pe . Moreover, in ?M. immatura
9 - Palaeonl ologia P olonica No. 42
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Measured gyrogo nites of? Mongolichara immatura sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. con y. Th ick.

MgChar -I1I1 in IJ-m in IJ-m
151 in urn AN I at EA cony.cony .

in IJ-m in Ilm

270 459 354 130 229 50 9 47
161 460 374 123 220 48 8 66
229 480 390 123 225 47 7 66 42
230 495 370 134 225 44 6 72 60
271 510 365 140 255 50 8 74
273 510 404 127 212 42 8 59
228 522 414 126 280 53 8 66 50
274 540 374 145 246 45 9 76
272 547 445 122 272 50 8 71
275 561 394 142 250 44 7 64

Range : 459- 561 354-445 122-145 212-280 42- 53 6-9 47-76 42-60

the cellular spirals are not so distinc tly depres sed in the apical pa rt as it is the case in all other
recorded species of Mo ngolichara. Only in some specimens an indis tinct peripheral depression
may be observed. For these reasons th is species is only tentatively included in Mon golichara,

Occurrence. - Upper Cre taceous (Nemegt Form at ion) ; Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Mo ngolichara turnaui sp. n.
(p l, 33: 1- 3, 6, 9)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-III /130 ; pI. 33:2.
Type horizon : Upper Cretaceous, Nernegt Forma tion
Type locality: Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : turnaui - in honour of Dr E. TURNAU(Institute of Geological Sciences, Polish Academ y

of Sciences, Cracow).

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, subprolate to prolate and subovoidal to elli
psoidal with broadly rounded summits and protruding bases. Cellular spirals concave with
secondary ridges somewh at higher than the intercellular ones. In the apical periphery cellular
spirals narrow distinctly, forming a well delimit ed depression ; in the apical centre they thicken
slightly meeting each other along a very short irregular line. Basal plug thick. Outer opening
of the basal pore situated in the bottom of a low, crater-like depression .

Material. - About 130 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites middl e-sized, subprolate to prolate (IS! 120- 139) and

subovoidal to ellipsoidal (ANI 40-52), with broadly rounded summits and protruding bases;
length from 612 to 748 p. m, with from 472 fJ- 111 to 612/tl11. Seven to nine convolutions visible
in late ral view. Cellular spirals concave, from 78 to 110 fJ-m wide, delimited by low and thin
intercellular ridges; secondary ridges well developed, wider and thicker than the intercellular
ones. In the apical periphery cellular spirals narrower and depressed, somewhat thicker toward
the summit, meeting each other in the apical centre along a very short irregular line. Basal
part, as a rule, slightly prolonged but truncate in the basal centre. Outer opening of the basal
pore pentagonal, situated in the bottom of a low crater-like depression formed by thickened
ends of the surrounding spirals. Equatorial angl e about 15°.

In longitudinal section, cellular spirals thick , composed of two calcification zones; the
inner one somewhat darker, coarse-crystalline, the crystals closely packed, perpendicular to the
oospore membrane. The outer zone fine-cryst alline with poorly marked lamination. In the api-
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Measured gyrogonites of Mongolichara turnaui sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LE D AND N umb. co ny. Thick.

Mg Char-IlI in p.m in fL m
ISI

in fL l11
ANI

at EA
cony.cony.

in urn in fLm

247 612 472 130 306 50 8 88
248 663 544 120 316 47 7 98
249 680 510 133 270 40 8 88
250 680 533 127 289 42 10 78
251 688 544 126 362 52 8 95
252 705 510 139 290 41 9 88
225 708 555 128 348 49 8 83 83
253 709 574 123 340 48 7 110
130 720 540 133 330 46 8 90
254 748 612 122 374 50 8 102

Range : 612-748 470-612 120-139 270-374 40-52 7-10 78-110 83

cal part cellular spiral s twice thinner than at the equator and formed only by the inner calcifi
cation zone. In the basal part the ends of cellular spiral s slightly thinner, surrounding short and
cylindrical canal of the basal pore. Basal plug also composed of the calcification zones , thick,
pyramidal, with the inner surface flat and the outer concave. Fructificat ional wall visible in
the specimens sectioned as a brownish, distinctly delimited zone.

Remarks. - Mongolichara turnaui sp. n. is most similar to Mongolicliara costulata KYAN

sEP- R oMASCHKINA (1975) from which it differs in having more elongated shape, more protrud
ing bases and somewhat larger dimensions .

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Neme gt Basin , Gobi Desert.

Genus Obtusochara MADLER, 1952

Type species: Obtusochara prima MADl.ER, 1952, Germa ny, Kimmerdgian ,

Obtusochara cr. lanpingensis Z. WANG, H UANG and S. WANG, 1976
(pI. 23.J a-c)

Material. - One well preserved specimen.
Description. - Gyrogonite middle-sized (length - 566 (1.m, width 360 p.m), prolate

(l SI 157) and subovoidal (ANI 38), with flattened summit and somewhat protruding base.
Eight con volutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals flat , wide (72 f-l m), intercellul ar ridges
lacking, intercellular sutures distinctly visible. In the apical periphery cellular spirals somewhat
narrowing meeting each other along a very short irregular line. In the basal part cellular spirals
slightly narrowing ; outer opening of the basal pore at the same level as the protruding ends
of surrounding spirals. Basal plug unknown. Equatorial angle about 25°.

Remarks. - Obtusochara cf. lanpingensis falls within the range of size variability of
Obtusochara lanpingensis S. WANG et al., but it has cellular spirals narrowing slightly in the
apical periphery, and more protruding basal part.

Occurrence. - Upper Cre taceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi
Desert.
g.

. I
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Genus Peckichara GRAMBAST, 1957

Type species : Peck ichaia vurians GRAMIlAST, 1957, France, Eoccne.

Peck ichara praecurs oria sp. n.
(1'1. 34 : 1-4 , 7)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-III/42 ; pl , 34: 1.
Type horizon : Upper Cretaceous, Nernc gt Formation.
Type locality : Nerncgt, Nernegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : Lat. praecursorius = preced ing.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate spheroidal to subprolate and ellipsoidal
with subtruncate summits and rounded bases. Cellular spirals thick with secondary ridges
well developed. In the apical periphery, cellular spirals slightly narrower and thinner than at
the equator, forming an interrupted peripheral groove. In the apical centre , cellular spirals
with distinctly developed apical nodules. Basal pore situated in the bottom of a distinct penta
gonal depression.

Material. - About thirty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized, prolate spheroidal to subprolate (ISI 104

123) and ellipsoidal (ANI 44- 51), with rounded and subtruncated summits and broadly trun
cated bases; length from 619 to 680 fLm , width from 552 to 629 p.m. Six to eight convolutions
visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals concave or fl at, from 96 to 11 3 p.m, wide, with secondary

Measured gyrogonites of Peckichara praecursoria sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. conv, Thick.

MgChar-lIIl in [llll in [llll ISI ill [1nl ANI at EA conv.conv.
in [lm in [lnl

------
192 619 593 104 270 44 6 96 112
379 642 569 113 332 51 6 110
380 646 600 107 300 46 6 11 2
42 656 520 123 320 49 8 105

381 680 595 11 4 300 44 7 11 3
375 680 629 108 337 50 7 105
376 680 552 123 306 45 7 102
377 680 583 I16 330 48 7 98
378 680 560 121 297 49 6 102

Range: 619-680 552-629 104-1 23 270-337 44-51 6-8 96-11 3 I12

ridges well developed. Intercellular ridges low and narrow, with sutures poorly marked. In
the apical periphery cellular spirals slightly narrower and thinner forming an interrupted
peripheral groove. In the apical centre extended and the thickened spiral ends form more or
less distinctly developed nodules. In the basal pole cellular spirals as wide as at the equator,
with the tips slightly widened around the basal pore and ending roundedly. Basal depression
distinct, regularly pentagonal and crateriform. Equatorial angle about 20°.

In longitudin al section, cellular spirals thick (about 110 fL m) with poorly marked two
calcification zones; the inner one darker, thinner and fibrous in texture. The outer zone lighter
in colour, finely laminated , three times thicker than the inner one. Secondary ridges wide and
higher than the intercellular ridges. In the apical par t two calcification zones also developed,
but the outer one thinner than at the equator. Canal of the basal pore cylindrical, wider than
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high. Basal plug not preserved. Oospore membrane represented by black line along the interior
walls of spirals.

Remarks. - Peckichara praecursoria sp. n. is most similar to Pcckichara dangyangensis
Z. WANG, 1978, from which it differs in being larger, of more elongated shape and in having
well developed secondary ridges.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan VIa IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Genus Saportanella GRAMBAST, 1962

Type species: Saportauella maslovi GRAMIIAST, 1962, France, Upper Cretaceous.

Saportanella nana KARCZ. and ZIEMB. , 1970
(pl , 26 :.1, 6. R. 10)

1970. Sap ortanclla nana KARCZ. a nd ZIEMII.: J . KARCZEWSK Aand M. ZIEMBlNSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1.15. pI. 31 : only 1-3;
fig. 8.

Material. - About 1500 well preserved specimens.

Measured gyrogonites of Saportanella nana KARCZ. and ZIEMB.
---

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AN D Numb. Thick.cony.

MgChar-11I in !J.m in 11.m ISI
in flm ANI at EA cony.cony.

in flm in ILm

405 275 272 101 1.10 47 7 39
409 277 277 100 1.12 48 10 30
40R 306 2115 107 132 43 7 39
406 .1 13 273 11 5 146 46 8 40
407 314 314 100 147 46 8 41
411 363 306 11 9 156 44 9 42
410 369 340 109 199 54 9 42
41.1 408 370 110 217 53 9 39
41 2 4.11 387 11 2 195 59 8 59
171 442 376 11 7 204 46 8 49 70

Range: 275-442 272-387 100-119 1.10-217 43-54 7-10 39-59 70
._ ---

Description. - Gyrogonites very small, predominantly prolate spheroidal (IS1 100
119) and ellipsoidal (ANI 43- 54). with broadly rounded to truncate summits and rounded
bases ; length from 275 to 442 fLm , width from 272 to 387 fLm. Seven to ten convolutions visible
in lateral view. Cellular spirals slightly convex, separated by shallow intercellular furrows ;
cellular spirals in the apical periphery gradually narrowing and thinning, ending acutely or
subacutely. In the apical centre the spirals absent, replaced by five opercular cells, placed in
continuation of the surro unding spirals, forming a well developed rosette. Apical junction
of cellular spirals forms an irregular line. Cellular spirals narrow gradually towards the basal
region, in some specimens they are slightly widened around the basal pore; outer opening of
the basal pore slightly lowered beneath the surfaces of the surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle
about 10°.

In longitud inal section, cellular spirals very thick, much thicker than wide; the opercular
cells are thinner than the equatorial part of the cellular spirals. Apical centres slightly de
pressed below the apical periphery. Basal plug unknown. Oospore preserved as a dark sub
stance inside the gyrogonites,
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Remarks. - We have excluded from the species S. nana all forms with concave cellular
spirals. After an examination in longitudinal sections of the gyrogonites belonging to Sapor
tanel/a, it appeared that there are significant differences between the forms with flat or convex
cellular spirals and those with concave spirals to allow their inclusion in one species. The speci
mens in which the cellular spirals are concave have also flattened apical part. These are included
in the new species S. romaschkinae together with the gyrogonites described earlier as S. nana
KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO (1970, pI. 31: only 4 a-c).

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan IV, Nemegt
Basin, Gobi Desert.

Saportan ella romaschkinae sp. n.
(pI. 39: I , 6, 7, 9, 10)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-III/lOO; pl. 39 :10.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Formation.
Type locality : Nernegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name: in honour of the Russian Charologist N. P. KYANSEP·RoMASCHKI NA.

1970. Saportanella nana KARCZ. and ZIEMB. J. KARCZEWSKAand M. ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDLO, 135, pl. 31: only 4a-c.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites small, prolate spheroidal to subprolate and ellipsoidal, with
truncate summits and rounded bases. Apical centre slightly depressed below the apical periphery,
opercular cells thinner ' than the equatorial cellular spirals. Cellular spirals strongly concave,
delimited by sharp and more or less protruding intercellular ridges. Outer opening of the basal
pore situated at the same level as the surfaces of surrounding spirals.

Material. - About 1000 well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites small, prolate spheroidal to subprolate (ISI 100-117) and

ellipsoidal (ANI 43-52), with truncate summits and rounded bases; length from 340 to 425 (.Lm,

width from 306 to 419 [.Lm. Seven to nine convolutions visible in lateral view. Cellular spirals
concave, delimited by sharp and more or less protruding intercellular ridges. In some specimens
ornamentation in form of secondary ridges, generally identical in height and width with inter
cellular ridges. Intercellular sutures poorly visible on intercellular ridges. In the apical periphery
cellular spirals gradually narrowing, then slightly widened around the apical rosette, ending
truncately. Apical centres slightly depressed below the apical periphery, composed of five
opercular cells of slightly irregular shape and variable size. Cellular spirals as a rule, continue
onto the base without changing their size and shape, in some specimens slightly widened around
the basal pore. Basal opening distinctly pentagonal. Outer opening of the basal pore small,
situated at the same level as the surface of surrounding spirals. Equatorial angle less than 50.

Measured gyrogonites of Saportanella romaschkinae sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony.

MgChar-1II I in !Lm in fLm IS1 in ILm ANI at EAcony.
in ILm

414 340 302 111 176 52 8 51
416 357 324 110 154 43 7 45
417 358 319 112 137 48 7 39
418 365 360 101 170 46 8 59
·100 385 385 100 190 49 8 50
415 416 416 100 207 49 8 54
420 419 419 100 197 47 9 51
172 420 396 106 180 43 7 48
421 420 404 104 187 44 8 56
419 425 362 117 204 48 9 56

Range: 340-425 306-419 1OO-ll 7 137-207 43-52 7-9 39-59

Thick.
cony.
in ILm

40-60

40-60
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In longitudinal section, cellular spirals thick, more or less concave; the opercular cells
thinner than the equatorial part of cellular spirals. Apical centre slightly depressed below
the apical periphery. Canal of the basal pore approximately cylindrical, basal plug not pre
served.

Remarks. - S. romaschk inae sp. n. is most similar to S. nana KARCZ. and ZIEMB. but
it has concave cellular spirals, more flatte ned apical part and different structure of the cellular
spirals in longitudinal section.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Genus Spliaerocliara MADLER, 1952 emend.
HORN AF RANTZIEN and GRAMBAST, 1962

Type species: Sphacrochara hirmeri (RASKY, 1945) MAULER, 1952, Hungary, Upper Oligocene.

Sphaerochara ja cobii Sp. n.
(pI. 35:1-3, 7)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-IIIfl40; pI. 35: 3.
Type horizon : Upper Cretaceous, Ncmcgt Formation.
Type locality : Nerncgt, Nemegt Basin. Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : jacobi i - Lat , Jacob = James from the name of the son the second author.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites very small, pro late spheroidal to subprolate and ellipsoidal ,
with broadly rounded and subtruncate summits and bases. Cellular spirals deeply concave,
delimited by sharp intercellular ridges. Near the apex cellular spirals more or less constricted.
Basal plug thick , closing a low and wide canal of the basal pore.

Material. - Thirty well preserved specimens.
Description. - Gyrogonites very small, prolate spheroidal to subprolate (ISI 103

128) and ellipsoidal (ANI 43-52) with broadly round ed and subtruncate summits and bases;
length from 295 to 357 l1.m, width from 253 to 306 p.m. Nine to eleven convolutions visible

Measured gyrogonites of Sphaerochara jacobii sp. n.

Width
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. cony.

MgChar-lIJ/ in flm in flm ISI in urn ANI at EAcony.
in urn

433 295 258 114 144 49 9 34
140 300 253 11 8 130 43 10 40
431 311 289 108 161 52 11 35
434 312 272 I11 148 49 11 34
429 317 306 103 153 48 8 49
185 328 289 113 147 45 9 40
435 340 272 126 166 49 9 37
430 340 267 128 170 50 11 34
432 357 283 125 187 52

Range: 295-357 253-306 103- 128 130-187 43-52 8-11 34-49

Thick.
cony.
in llm

32

32

in lateral view. Cellular spirals deeply concave, without secondary ridges, 34 to 49 [Lm wide.
Intercellular ridges sharp, sutures invisible. In the apical periphery cellular spirals somewhat
narrower than at the equator, of varying width (30-40 ri m). Apical junction forming a short
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irregular line, occasionally punctiform. Basal part more or less broadly round ed but at the
centre subtruncate; cellular spirals with slightly widened tips aro und the basal pore. Outer
opening of the basal pore at the same level as the surfaces of surrounding spirals. Equatorial
angle less than 5°.

In longitudinal sect ion, cellular spirals approximately as thick as at the equator but
somewhat narrower. Basal plug slightly wider than thick closing a low and wide canal of the
basal pore.

Remarks. - Sphaerocliara jacobii sp. n. is most similar to Sphaerochara granulifera
(HEER) MAoLER, 1955 described from the Upper Tertiary by HEER (1954) and MADLER, recorded
also from the Upper Cretaceous deposit s of China by WANG SHUI (1965) , but it is much smaller.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Nemegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.

Genus Stephanochara GRAMBAST 1959

Type species: Stephanocliara compta GRAMIlAST, 1959, Great Bri tain, Oligoccne.

Stephanochara castelii sp. n.
(pI. 24 :1, 3, 4,8)

Holotype : ZPAL MgChar-III /l33; pl , 24:1.
Type horizon: Upper Cretaceous, Nemegt Formation.
Type locality: Nemegt, Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
Derivation of the name : castelii - in honour of the French charologist Or M. FEIST-CASTEL.

Diagnosis. - Gyrogonites middle-sized to large, subprolate to prolate, ellipsoidal with
rounded summits and slighty protruding bases. Cellular spirals thick, concave , with tendention
to ornamentation. In the apical periphery cellular spira ls distinctly thinner, forming a peri
pheral depression ; widened in the apical centre they meet each other along an irregular line.
Outer opening of the basal pore situated in the bott om of a distinct ly crater-like depression
formed by thickened ends of surrounding spira ls.

Material. - Eighteen well preserved specimens.

Measured gyrogonites of S tephanochara castelii sp. n.

Wid th
ZPAL LPA LED AND Numb. Thick.cony.

MgChar-III / in IWl in Ilm ISI in lllll
AN I at EA cony.cony.

in (.lm in (.lm

231 674 470 144 300 44 8 85 92
389 680 556 122 336 49 8 95
386 688 476 144 321 47 9 68
387 710 564 126 340 48 9 85
133 710 500 141 330 47 7 90
388 714 544 131 340 47 7 108
391 71 4 544 131 357 50 9 81
393 748 547 134 348 41 8 93
390 754 550 137 362 48 7 90
392 826 476 173 377 46 8 88

Range: 674-826 470-564 122-173 300--377 44-50 7-9 68-108 92

Description. - Gyrogonites middle-sized to large; subprolate to prolate (ISI 122-173)
and ellipsoidal (ANI 44--50), with rounded summits and slighty protruding bases; length from
674 to 826 !-Lm, width from 470 to 564 !-Lm. Seven to nine convolutions visible in lateral view.
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Cellular spirals predominantly concave, from 68 to 108 urn wide, with secondary ridges low
and narrow, with distinctly marked intercellular sutures. In some specimens cellular tubercles
forming interrupted secondary ridges. Cellular spirals continue onto the summit without chang
ing their width, depressed in the apical periphery to form a distinct peripheral groove. In
the apical centre the ends of cellular spirals are extended and thickened, uniting along an irre
gular line. Basal pole subtruncate. Cellular spirals as wide as at the equator, their tips dis
tinctly thickened and slightly widened around the basal pore , ending subtruncately. Outer
opening of the basal pore situated in the bottom of a distinctly crater-like depression. Equatorial
angle about 10°.

In longitudinal section , cellular spiral s thick (about 90 [1. m) with more or less distinctly
marked lamination. In the apical part cellular spirals as wide as at the equator or slightly nar
rower. In the apical periphery cellular spirals two times thinner than at the equator ; in the apical
centre they are somewhat thicker. Basal plug unknown. Fructification wall locally and imper
fectly preserved.

Remarks. - St ephunocliara castelii sp. n. is most similar to S tcpliunochara ungeri FEIST
CASTEL, 1977, from which it differs in being somewhat smaller and having a lower number of
convolutions, also in the presence of secondary ridges.

Occurrence. - Upper Cretaceous (Nemegt Formation), Neruegt and Altan Ula IV,
Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES 22-39

All figures are scanning electron micrograph s except for longitudinal sections.
All figured specimens arc from the Uppe r Cretaceous, Nernegt Formation ; Nemegt Basin, Gobi Desert, Mongolia .

PLATE 22

Amblyochara agar/toe sp. n.
Nemegt locality

1. Gyrogonite (ZPA L MgChar-1lI /49), x 110; apical view
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I11/45), a - basal view, x 75; b~ outer opening of the basal pore, X 450.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/226), x 75; longitudinal section.
8. Gyrogonite, holot ype (ZPAL MgChar-III/47). x 75; lateral view.

Gobichara coerulea sp, n.
Nemegt locality

2. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-III /235), x 75; longitudinal section.
3. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-III /76), x 150; basal view.
6. Gyrogonitc (ZPAL MgCha r·IfI/75), x 150; apical view.
7. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar·III/29), x 75; lateral view.

PLATE 23

Mongolichara costulata KVANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975
Nemegt locality

1. Gyrogonite (ZPal MgChar-Jll/4), a - basal view, x 110; b - oute r opening of the basal pore with the basal plug,
x 340.

2. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgCha r-JII/67), x 60; lateral view.
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-Jll/187), x 75; longitudinal section.
5. Gyrogonite (Z PAL MgChar-III/64), x 110; ap ical view.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MaChar-III/I), x 90; apical view.
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Obtusochara cf. lanpingensis Z. WANG, HUANG and S. WAl G, 1976
cmcgt locality

3. Gyro goni tc (Z PAL IgChar-II'/94), x 11 0 ; 11 - lateral view, b - apical view, c - basal view,

PLAT E 24

S tcp ltanochara castelii sp. n.
crncgt locality

I. Gyrogonite, holotypc (ZPAL Mg har-l 11/133), x 75; lateral view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/127). x 110; basal view,
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgCh:lr-III /231), x 75: longitud inal section .
8. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgCha r·'"/126l, x 110; apical view.

Mongolichara fu lgida sp. n.
cmcgt locality

2. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL Mg har-III/' SO), x 75; lateral view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar·I1I/224), x 75; longitudinal section.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I1I /I S2), x 110: apical view.
7. Gyrogon iie (ZPAL MgChar·III/1SI), x 110, basal view.

PLATE 25

Atopochara ulancnsis KYA ' sEP- R o MASCH KINA , 1975
Ncmegt locality

I. Utr icle (ZPAL Mg har·III/S3), a - ap ical view, x 75; b - basal view, x 75; c - lateral view, x 60.

Mesochara orientalis Sp. n.
Nemcgt locality

2. Gyrogon ite (Zr AL IgChar-IJI/84l, x 90 ; basa l view.
3. Gyrogon ite, holotypc (ZPAL 19Char-IU/83), x 60; lateral view.
4. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL Mg har-IU /223), x 150; long itudinal section.

Harrisichara cepaeformis sp, n.
5, 6 - Nemegt locality

7 - Altan VIa IV locality

5. Gyrogonite (Zr AL Mg har-IJJ /IS 3), x 150; apical view.
6. Gyrogon ite, holotype (ZPAL MlIChar-II1/74), x 220; lateral view.
7. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MsChar-lIJ/lS4), x ISO, basal view.
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PLATE 26

Mesochara orientalis sp. n.
Nemegt locality

I. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I1I/128). x 150 ; apical view.

Meso chara voluta (PECK, 1937) GRAMBAST, 1965
Nemegt locality

2. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-Ill /24), x 160; lateral view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-lll /203), x 150; longitudinal section.

Saportanella nana KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBlNSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970
Nemegt locality

3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/23), x 160; lateral view.
6. Gyrogoni te (ZPAL MgCbar·1lI /171), x 75; longitud inal section.
8. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/ 18), x 150 ; basal view.

10. Gyrogo nite (ZPAL MgChar-IIJ/l9), x 150; apical view.

Gobichara viridis sp. n.
Nemegt locality

4. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-III/220), x 75; longitudinal section.
7. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-IH/85), x 90; lateral view.
9. Gyrogoni te (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/149), x 110; basal view.

11. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-Ill/148), x ISO; apical view.

~LATE 21

Mesochara inflata sp. n.
Nemegt locality
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l. Gyrogon ite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/5S), x 150; lateral view.
2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IIJ/212), x ISO; a - longitudinal section, b - fragment of gyrogonite showing lime

spirals structure.

Mesochara gradzinskii sp. n.
Altan Ula IV locality

3. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-III /108), x 250; lateral view.
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar·IIl/131), x 250; apical view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/215), x 200; longitudinal section.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IlI /132), x 250; basal view.
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PLA T E zs

Mesochara inflata sp. n.
Nemegt locality

I. G yrogonite (Z PAL MgCh ar-III/25), x 250 ; basa l view.
5. Gyro goni te (Z PA L MgChar-III /26), x 250 ; a pica l view.

Mesochara mongolica KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBINSKA-TwORZYDl.O, 1970
Nemegt locality

2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/216) , x lOO ; longitudinal section sho wing the basal pore.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/2 17), x 200 ; longitudinal section.
4. Gyrogonite (Z PAL MgChar-III/114) , x 200; lateral view.
6. Gyrogonite (Z PA L MgChar-III / 115), x 200; basal view.
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IIJ/1I 3), x 200 ; apical view.

PLATE 29

Mesochara stank evitschii KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA , 1975
Nemegt locality

I. G yrogon ite (Z PAL MgCh ar-III/12), x 200 ; lateral view.
2. Gyrogoni te (ZPAL MgChar-III /20 I) , x 200 ; longitudinal section with a - lime-spirals st ruc ture in focu s, b - ba sal

pore in media n focal pla ne.
3. G yrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III /206), x 200; long itud inal sectio n show ing the basal plug .
6. Gyrogonite (Z PA L MgChllf -Ill/141). x 300; apica l part .
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IIl/116), x 200; basal part.

Mesochara luculenta sp. n.
Nemegt locality

4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IlI/199 ), x lOO; longitud inal sectio n.
5. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPA L MgChar-IIl/33), x 200 ; lateral view.

PLATE 30

Mesochara sp.
Nemegt locality

I. Gyrogonite ZPAL MgChar-I1I/157 . x 110; ap ical view.
2. Gyrogonite ZPAL MgChar-lll/15 8, x 110; basal view.
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M icrochara cr. cristatu GRAMBAST, 1971
Nemegt locality

3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IJI/166), x 110; lateral view.
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I1I/168); x 110; apical view.
9. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I1I jI65), x 110; basal view.

I I. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-trJ/194), x 75; longitudinal section.

Mesochara obventicia sp. n.
Nemegt locality

5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I1I/50), x ISO; apical view.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IH/56), x ISO; basal view.
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/21O), x ISO; longitudinal section.

10. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-III/51), x ISO ; lateral view.

Mesochara luculenta sp. n.
Nemegt locality

8. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgCbar-II1/52), x ISO; basal view.
12. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/54), x 150; apical view.

PLATE 31

Atopochara ulanensis KYANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975
Nemegt locality

I. Utricle (ZPAL MgChar-IlI/39), x 75; a - lateral view, b - basal view, C - apical view.
2. Utricle well preserved (ZPAL MgChar-lII j68), x 50; a - lateral view, b - basal view, C - apical view.
3. Specimen without utricle (ZPAL MgChar-lIljI05), x 60 ; lateral view.

Mesochara sp.
Ncmegt locality

4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/22l), x 75; longitudinal section.
S Gyrog onite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/155), x 110; lateral view.

PLATE 32

Lamprothamnium altanulaensis (KARCZ. and ZIEMB., 1970) comb. n.

Nemegt locality

J. Gyrogonitc (ZPAL MgChar-I1I /6), a - lateral view, x 110; b - basal part, x 450.
2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/6O), x 110; lateral view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/3), x ISO; apical view.
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4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/180), x 75; longitudinal section with preserved oos pora ngial membrane.
S. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/236), x 75; long itud inal section with basal plug well visible.
6. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-Ill/182), x 75; longitudinal section showing the apical structure.
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/l 5), x 150 ; basal view.
8. Gyrogonite (ZPA L MgChar-JIJ/65), x 150 ; apical view.

PLATE 33

Mo ngolicliara turnaui sp. n.
Nerncgt locality

J. Gyrogonite (Z PAL MgChar-1lI/17), x 110; apical view.
2. Gyrogonite, holo type (ZPAL MgChar-JII/ 130), x 75; lateral view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/14), x 200; ap ical part.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/225), x 75; longitudinal section.
9. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-IJI/IO), x 200 ; basal part.

Mongolichara gro vesioides sp. n.
Nc mcgt locality

4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-JII /81), x 80; apical view.
S. Gyrogonite (ZPA L MgChar-JII/82), x 80; basal view.
7. Gyrogon ite, holot ype (ZPAL MgChar -1l1/48), x 7S; lateral view.
8. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III /237), x 75; longitudinal section.

PLATE 34

Peckichara praecursoria sp. n.
Nern egt local ity

J. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-III /42), x lOO; lateral view.
2. Gyrogcnite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/13), x 110; apical view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/28), x 200; fragment of the apex . showin g apical nodule s.
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/192), x 75; long itudin al sectio n.
7. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/40), x 70; basal view.

Lato chara sp.
Nernegt locality

5. Gyrogon ite (ZPAL MgChar-III /86), a - ap ical view, x 150; b - lateral view, x 1l0.

TMong olichara immatura sp. n.
Nemegt locality

6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1Il /228), x 75; longitudinal section.
8. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/I60), x 110; apica l view.
9. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IJI/159), x 110; basa l view.

10. Gyrogonite, holotype (Z PAL MgChar-1Il/161), x 110; lateral view.
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PLAT E 35

Sphaerochara jacobii sp, n.
Nemegt locality

I. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-Ill/162), x 225; apical view.
2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1 /185), x ISO; longitudinal section.
3. Gyrogonite, holot ype (ZPAL MgChar-II1/140), x 225; lateral view.
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1 f163), x 225; basal view.

Mongolichara gobiea (KARCZ. and ZIEMB. , 1970), KYANSEP-Romaschkina, 1975
Nemegt locality

4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/142), x 75; lateral view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/144), x 110; basal view.
6. Gyrog onite (ZPAL MgChar-Ill/189), x 75; longitudinal section.

PLATE 36

Harrisichara cretacea KARCZEWSKA and ZIEMBrNSKA-TwORZYDLO, 1970
Nemegt locality
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I. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IlI/78), x 200; apical view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IlI/66), a - lateral view, x 120; b - fragment of gyrogonite surface showing the se

condary ridges structure, x 1000.
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-IlI/77), x 200; basal view.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1lI/238), x 100 ; longitudinal section.

Mongolichara aurea (KARCZ. and ZIEMB., 1970) KVANSEP-RoMASCHKINA, 1975
Altan VIa IV locality

2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/240) , x 100; lateral view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I/52), x 100; longitud inal section.

PLATE 37

Maedlerisphaera pseudoulmensis KARcz. and ZIEMB., 1970
1-6 Nemegt locality, 7 Altan Via IV locality

1. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/2), x 200; apical view.
2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/147), x 200; basal view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/196), x 100; longitudinal section .
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/197), x 100; longitudinal section.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/195), x lOO; longitudinal section.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1 /124), x 150; lateral view.
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-II1/12\), x 200; apical part showing the peripheral groove,
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PLATE 38

Euaclistochara mundula (PECK , 1941) Z. W ANG, H UANG and S. WANG, 1976
Nemegt locality

1. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-lII /44), x 200; apical view.
2. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/169), a - longitudinal section, x lOO; b - longitudinal section showing the apical

structure, x 200.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/170), x lOO; longitudinal section.
4. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/88). x 400; apical view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III /73), x 250; basal view.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/46); x 200; lateral view.

PLATE 39

Saportan ella romaschkinae sp. n.
Nemegt locality

1. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/135). x ISO ; apical view.
6. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/I 72), x 75; longitudinal section.
7. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-1II/173). x 75; longitudinal section.
9. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-I1I/20). x ISO ; basal view.

10. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-III/IOO), x ISO ; lateral view.

Amblyochara nemegetensis sp. n.
Nemegt locality

2. Gyrogoaite (ZPAL MgChar-III/13). x 110; basal view.
3. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/137). x 250; basal view.
4. Gyrogonite, holotype (ZPAL MgChar-I1I/139), x 110; lateral view.
5. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/233), x 75; longitudinal section.
8. Gyrogonite (ZPAL MgChar-III/138), x 110; apical view.
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